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How Big is the “Lemons” Problem?
Historical Evidence from French Wines∗

Pierre Mérel† Ariel Ortiz-Bobea‡ Emmanuel Paroissien§

Abstract

This paper provides empirical evidence on thewelfare losses associatedwith asym-
metric information about product quality in a competitive market. When consumers
cannot observe product characteristics at the time of purchase, atomistic producers
have no incentive to supply costly quality. We compare wine prices across adminis-
trative districts around the enactment of historic regulations aimed at certifying the
quality of more than 250 French appellation wines to identify welfare losses from
asymmetric information. We estimate that these losses amount to more than 7% of
total market value, suggesting an important role for credible certification schemes.
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[The customer] requesting bordeaux, bourgogne, or champagne does not expect [...] to be
offered a wine that is merely produced in Gironde, Burgundy, or Champagne; they
also seek the qualities, the bouquet, and the virtues a worthy reputation has ascribed
to wines claiming these famous names (Capus, 1947).1

In his foundational paper, Akerlof (1970) formalized the notion that a consumer’s
inability to ascertain quality differences in products may “drive the good product out of
the market,” resulting in a socially undesirable outcome. If buyers cannot distinguish
good products from bad, they will value a product’s quality as average. This may keep
sellers of the good product from trading, even if consumers’ willingness to pay for the
good product exceeds their reservation value. In equilibrium, a “lemons”market emerges
whereby products of low quality are sold but good products remain in the hands of sellers,
despite having higher social value in those of buyers.

The present paper provides empirical evidence on the welfare impacts of the lemons
effect in the French wine market in the first three quarters of the 20th century. In this
market, products are highly differentiated and supplied atomistically by more than one
million producers. This structure, along with the lack of reliable third-party information
about wine quality, makes it particularly difficult for producers to establish individual
reputations, and thus be rewarded for the costly provision of quality. Using price data
and a historic policy change intended to mitigate informational asymmetry between wine
buyers and sellers, we provide evidence of adverse selection in quality provision, and
quantify its welfare implications.

Our study differs from previous empirical work on the effects of asymmetric informa-
tion in two critical ways. First, we leverage actual changes in the informational setting
regarding product quality at the level of an entire market as the source of identifying
variation. We therefore observe equilibrium outcomes, notably prices, under varying
degrees of asymmetric information. Second, we document an original type of adverse
selection. Not only can asymmetric information cause market unraveling by inducing
owners of high-quality goods to hold on to them (Hendren, 2013, 2017), it also can deter
sellers from undertaking socially valuable quality investments (Kim, 1985; Winfree and
McCluskey, 2005). Thus, although the market equilibrium may involve a large volume
of goods traded, there may be welfare gains forgone from not producing—and trading—
higher-quality goods instead.

We argue that such a lack of incentives to supply quality was at play in the Frenchwine
market during the decades preceding the adoption of a 1935 law that codified production
rules and implemented official controls for fine wines claiming a reputable geographical

1Translated from French by the authors.
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appellation—like bordeaux, bourgogne, or champagne. We show that this pioneering law,
the first of its kind to be adopted in the world and the enduring template for regulations
pertaining to geographical indications, had profound and durable economic impacts on
the French wine market.

Due to its reliance on collective reputations as a primary signal of quality, the French
wine market is an ideal setting to study the effects of asymmetric information on mar-
ket efficiency. Wine is a highly differentiated product, partly due to the complexity of
its production process. Beyond careful attention to the delicate chemical reactions that
transform crushed grapes into wine, the quality of the final product crucially depends
on the suitability of the grape varietal to the climate and soil of the vineyard. As such,
the area of origin potentially plays a salient role in signalling quality, which explains why
fine wines have traditionally been marketed using geographical appellations. Yet, origin
labelingmay not, without an enforceable quality standard, be sufficient to overcome infor-
mational asymmetries (Leland, 1979; Combris et al., 1997; Fleckinger, 2007; Castriota and
Delmastro, 2015).2 As wine trade expands from geographically contained locales where
local customs are easily preserved3 to national and global markets, atomistic producers
may be increasingly tempted to plant high-yielding but unsuitable grape varietals, expand
production into inappropriate terrains, or cut costs by lowering quality while continuing
to claim a theretofore reputable origin. And indeed the history of wine production is
riddled with anecdotes of such deceptive but profitable behavior.4 Whether these anec-
dotes add up to economically meaningful effects, and if so, whether a minimum quality
standard may be effective at restoring quality and improving market efficiency, are more
debatable propositions, which the present paper seeks to address.

To this end, we assemble a panel of yearly average wine prices received by producers
in each department—a French administrative unit roughly the size of a US county—for

2For instance, in 1935 there weremore than 65,000winegrowers in the Bordeaux region alone. Although
a few detailed classifications, such as the Bordeaux Wine Official Classification of 1855, already existed,
they focussed on the most prestigious vineyards and covered only a small fraction of wines sold under a
geographical indication. As a result, most of the wines sold under regional appellations such as bordeaux
or bourgogne were in effect supplied by a very large number of individual producers. Another factor
contributing to information asymmetry in this market is the inherent variability in quality due to weather,
which makes it difficult for buyers to effectively retaliate against low-quality suppliers.

3These customs are referred to as “local, loyal, and constant uses” in the French legislation on appella-
tions.

4Capus (1947) recounts the story of a winegrower who, prior to the 1935 reform, had decided to graft his
red wine vineyard, located on unfavorable clay soils within the geographical limits of the barsac appellation,
with grapes designed to produce a white wine that could, at the time, be lawfully sold under that name.
When told that the grafted vineyard could never produce wine of a quality deserving of this prestigious
name, the winegrower responded that since his plot was located within the delimited area, he would not
be violating any rules, and that all winegrowers in the region were planning to do the same.
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the period 1907–1969. We pair it with detailed cartographic data reflecting the share of a
department’s vineyard acreage that became eligible for appellation d’origine contrôlée (here-
after AOC), the official designation for appellation wines created by the 1935 law.5 The
274 AOCs present during our study period were defined by a series of governmental de-
crees enacted between 1936 and 1968. Thus, our departmental measure of AOC eligibility
grows gradually as more AOCs are recognized over time.

To evaluate the effect of the reform, we regress the departmental average price of
wine on the time- and space-varying share of eligible vineyard acreage. We control for
time-invariant unobservable factors throughdepartment fixed effects and for time-varying
factors through year fixed effects differentiated by broad wine region. We also control for
wine production to capture natural swings in wine prices arising from weather shocks
and to ensure that our estimated effect reflects shifts in demand rather than movements
along a demand curve.6

Causal interpretation of our estimate requires AOC eligibility to be orthogonal to
unobserved drivers of price across departments in the same wine region and year, after
controlling for department fixed effects and production shocks. We provide several pieces
of evidence in support of this assumption. First, we show that price trends during
the 30 years preceding the reform were uncorrelated with eventual AOC recognition.
Second, using an event-study framework, we demonstrate the absence of upward or
downward price trends in treated departments in the years before treatment. Third, we
show that our estimated effect is robust to considerable reductions in our sample, either
in its cross-sectional or time-series dimensions, that enable us to exploit different margins
of treatment. Finally, we rule out the hypothesis that our estimated treatment effect was
caused by post-war income growth, rather than the AOC reform.

Our analysis yields an estimate of the marginal effect of AOC eligibility on the depart-
mental wine price equal to 42%. That is, a department in which 100% of vineyards became
eligible for AOCdesignation experienced a 42% increase in price on average. This estimate
represents an intention-to-treat effect as not all eligible vineyards claimed an AOC; using
ancillary data on AOC acreage and volume, we estimate that over the period 1951–1969,
AOC status led to an increase in price roughly equal to 1.6 times the average wine price.

Of course, the fact that the average price of wine moved in tandem with the share of

5Therewere several legislative attempts to define appellationwines prior to 1935. None of them included
official controls or a systematic definition of production requirements. In many cases, definitions merely
included broad geographical delimitations, which encouraged free-riding on other important aspects of
quality provision within the delimitated zones, and most likely led to a worsening, not an improvement,
of the asymmetric information problem (Capus, 1947; Simpson, 2004). This may partly explain why Haeck
et al. (2018), who study the impact of these pre-1935 reforms, obtain mixed results.

6Our findings are robust to the removal of the production control.
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vineyard acreage that became eligible forAOCdoes not, by itself, imply that the reformhad
an impact on quality. Our analysis therefore considers alternative explanations. First, we
do not find any evidence that the reform decreased wine production, which implies that
the price increase in eligible departments cannot be attributed to a reduction in quantity.
Second, the fact that we use average prices calculated across all wine segments within
a department—as opposed to wine prices for individual vineyards7—makes it unlikely
that the observed effect of AOC recognition on price could have been caused by the mere
sorting of wines, that is, the shift from a pooling equilibrium to a separating equilibrium
without any change in quality. Using information on the departmental share of wines sold
under appellation before and after the reform, we formally reject that hypothesis. We also
reject a related hypothesis according to which the increase in average price was caused by
the déclassement (or demotion) of wines within a department, that is, the denial of the use
of an appellation for wines sold under appellation prior to the reform.8 Consequently,
we attribute the relative increase in the average wine price in AOC departments to shifts
in demand arising from improvements in the quality for AOC wines—as the reform
intended.9 The observed price increase then provides a direct measure of the increase in
buyers’ marginal willingness to pay for wine that can be used for welfare analysis.

Our preferred estimate suggests that the lemons effect had substantial economic im-
pacts on the French wine market. At the end of our study period, the share of French
vineyards eligible for AOC recognition reached 32%. Together with our estimated effect
on the average wine price, this share implies a gross welfare gain of at least 13% of total
market value due to the reform. This value represents a lower bound as it ignores the
additional utility for infra-marginal buyers of AOC wine. It represents a gross, rather
than net, welfare gain because it does not account for the opportunity costs of quality
improvements for wines sold under the AOC designation.

We assess these costs using a revealed-preference approach that relates temporal vari-
ation in the national share of vineyards claiming AOC status (out of AOC eligible acreage)
to the national price premium associated with AOC wines, which we estimate using our
panel data. We use national revenue per capita as an instrument for the price premium.

7To be sure, historical prices are not available at the level of the individual vineyard.
8In a vertically differentiated market where consumers have heterogenous tastes for quality, prices in

each market segment are determined by the willingness to pay of marginal consumers. As a result, the
mere reallocation of quantities from one segment to another through relabeling can affect the price average
calculated across all segments, even if quality does not change. In that case, welfare gains are not precluded,
but are limited to those associated with reallocation of product across consumers, reflecting improved
matching. See Appendix A.

9Our main estimated effect is robust to the exclusion of years around WWII when the French wine
market is believed to have been disrupted, notably due to forced government procurement.
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Our estimate of the elasticity of relative AOC acreage with respect to the price premium
implies quality costs that represent no more than 47% of the increase in market value.
Put together, our demand-side and supply-side estimates imply that the reform increased
economic welfare by at least 7%, suggesting that the lemons problem may severely affect
market performance in vertically differentiated markets with atomistic supply, even when
the volume of trade is large.

Our paper directly relates to a rich literature seeking empirical evidence of adverse
selection in real-world markets. Some studies have focussed on the trade of used vehicles
(Bond, 1982; Genesove, 1993; Lewis, 2011), in line with Akerlof’s original setting; they do
not find strong evidence of adverse selection. A richer strand of literature has investigated
insurance markets (Puelz and Snow, 1994; Cutler and Reber, 1998; Cawley and Philipson,
1999; Chiappori and Salanié, 2000; Cardon and Hendel, 2001; Finkelstein and Poterba,
2004; Einav et al., 2010; Einav and Finkelstein, 2011; Bundorf et al., 2012; Handel, 2013;
Hackmann et al., 2015; Panhans, 2019; Finkelstein et al., 2019). In these markets, sellers
(insurance firms) have less information than buyers because they cannot fully observe
buyers’ riskiness. The quantitative evidence on adverse selection is mixed (Einav and
Finkelstein, 2011), and welfare effects typically fall within a few percent of market value
(Handel, 2013). Closer to our setting, Jin and Leslie (2003) examine the effects of quality
information provision on firms’ choices of quality in the context of restaurant hygiene.
Although they do not observe prices, like us they exploit a policy change that mitigated
information asymmetry, and find evidence of quality improvements.10

Our paper also relates to an empirical literature exploiting wine quality signals to
analyze markets for differentiated products (Ashenfelter, 2008; Ali et al., 2008; Cross et al.,
2011; Crozet et al., 2012). In related work, Gergaud and Ginsburgh (2008) study the effect
of terroir, that is, natural endowments such as soils and climate, on the quality of wines
produced in Haut-Médoc, and find virtually no effect. Their result does not contradict
ours; they compare wineswithin an AOC, whereas our paper speaks to quality differences
between AOC and non-AOC wines.11

Finally, we contribute to a broader literature on the impact of information disclosure on
economic outcomes. A series of experimental studies have shown how improved access
to and control of information can increase market efficiency by lowering search costs and
limiting corruption (Jensen, 2007; Jensen andMiller, 2018; Andrabi et al., 2017; Duflo et al.,

10More recently, Bai (2018) conducts an experiment in the retail market for watermelons in a Chinese city.
Her study focusses on product grading, so welfare gains arise from allocative improvements and incentives
to screen product at wholesale, rather than from upstream quality changes like the ones documented here.

11In addition, terroir merely reflects exogenous determinants of quality, whereas AOC recognition de-
pends on both natural factors and producers’ behavior.
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2013), or instead generate perverse selection effects (Dranove et al., 2003). In an extensive
review, Dranove and Jin (2010) note that although there are many examples in which quality
disclosure has allowed consumers to find sellers who best meet their needs [...] there is less evidence
that sellers respond by boosting quality. Our study contributes to filling this gap.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides some historical and
institutional background. In Section 2, we develop a simple model of quality provision
in a vertically differentiated market with asymmetric information. We use our conceptual
framework to guide the interpretation of our empirical estimates. Section 3 describes how
we collect and construct our data. Section 4 presents our price analysis, which provides
a lower bound on demand-side effects. Section 5 presents our cost and welfare estimates.
Section 6 concludes.

1 Historical and institutional background

Long before any regulation on wine appellations was adopted, the names of France’s
most renown wine regions were commonly used as appellations to identify the wines
produced therein. Free-riding and malpractice became widespread during the acute
production shortage of the late 19th century.12 This crisis generated strong incentives to
increase production while lowering quality. Producers were often aided in this enterprise
by the rapid progress of chemistry.13 Malpractice was so prevalent that in 1889, French
authorities passed a lawdefiningwine as the exclusiveproduct of grape juice fermentation.
During that episode, quality vineyards were especially harmed since the general trend
was to produce lower quality wines at higher yields, and at the time there existed no
legal definition of wine appellations (Stanziani, 2003). Unsurprisingly, counterfeiting
was common, as famous names were often usurped by producers located in other wine
regions or used without consideration for the production techniques and attendant wine
characteristics that had brought reputation to the place (Jacquet, 2005).

In 1905, France adopted its first general law on the prevention of fraud and falsification.
One of its provisions created a legal basis for the French administration to delineate the
geographical limits of each wine appellation by way of administrative decrees. This task
was defined in a 1908 amendment to the 1905 law. A few appellations were delimited
immediately, starting with the champagne appellation in 1908, followed by banyuls, cognac,

12In the 1860s, a pest imported from America called phylloxera started to ravage French vineyards,
eventually causing production to be cut by half between 1875 and 1890.

13A common way to increase volume while maintaining alcohol content was to add sugar to the must
and dilute with water. Somewines were even fabricated from raisins. Various chemicals were used to speed
up fermentation, add color, or control spoilage (Stanziani, 2003).
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and armagnac. The administration then delimited clairette de Die in 1910 and bordeaux in
1911 (Humbert, 2011). This top-downdefinitionof appellation regionsprovedproblematic
to many stakeholders. It is often cited as a leading cause of the Champagne Riots of 1911,
as producers in excluded regions felt they had been wrongly denied the appellation.
Administrative delineations were also contested in the Bordeaux region.

In addition to generating political unrest, administrative delineations had a fundamen-
tal weakness: they established a legal right to utilize a place name based solely on broad
delimitations at the level of the municipality, irrespective of the type of terrain, grape
varietal, or production practices. Not surprisingly, unscrupulous producers located in
eligible municipalities started to market mediocre wines under famous appellations. This
situation raised concerns among higher-quality producers who were often supportive of
stricter eligibility criteria (Capus, 1947).

In an attempt to correct the shortcomings of previous legislation, a 1919 law removed
the authority to define appellation wines from the executive branch and gave it to the
courts. Any stakeholder who considered they were being harmed by the abusive use
of a place name could file a lawsuit. Courts were given the right to not only define
geographical boundaries but also to take account of “local, loyal, and constant uses.”
However, most judges refrained from defining production practices, and in effect, for
most appellations the court only specified broad geographical boundaries, just as the
former administrative decrees.14 As a result, in the early 1930s most appellations only had
requirements pertaining to the eligible area. This period also saw a rise in the number
of new appellations claimed by producers as a way to escape the stringent production
controls applicable to ordinarywines starting in 1931with the StatutViticole. This situation
led to the “appellation scandal,” that is, the proliferation of unwarranted appellation
names, which further eroded the reputation of historical appellations (Capus, 1947).

Our study investigates the economic consequences of a law enacted in 1935, whose
stated goalwas to guarantee the quality of appellationwines by delimiting eligible areas at
the parcel—rather than municipality—level, codifying eligible practices, and implement-
ing official quality control. The law introduces a category of appellation wines named
AOC, without, at first, eliminating existing appellations. These new appellations are to be
defined by decree. But unlike the early administrative delimitations, the provisions of the
AOC decree are not dictated by the administration. Instead, the decree sanctions a set of
production requirements that emanate from a committee composed of, by order of impor-

14Another law passed in 1927 explicitly allowed courts to restrict grape varietals and eligible soil types in
the definition of an appellation, but these precisions were left optional, and very few judgements included
such restrictions (Ministère de l’agriculture, 1937; Capus, 1947).
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tance, representatives of local wine associations and wholesalers, members of Parliament,
and representatives of the administration—the CNAO.15 As such, the definition of the
requirements applicable to each AOC is left to a technical body of experts that includes
representatives of each broadly defined wine region. In order for an appellation to be
granted AOC status, the relevant local producer organization first petitions the CNAO,
who then makes a decision whether to recognize the wine as AOC and if so, under which
conditions.16 In case of recognition, a government decree gives the CNAO’s decision the
force of law.

In contrast topre-existing appellations, subsequently referred to as “plain appellations”
(appellations simples), AOCs are subject to official control. Wines can claim an AOC if
they are grown on an eligible parcel according to specific practices and meet a set of
verifiable criteria. Note that the AOC is not compulsory as producers may elect to sell
their wines as ordinary wines, or under a plain appellation if they can claim one based on
vineyard location. Typical requirements for an AOC, beyond parcel and terrain eligibility,
are the grape varietal, a maximum yield per hectare, minimum levels for alcohol and
sugar contents, and specific pruning practices.17 Importantly, a parcel may be eligible for
several AOC designations. For instance, a parcel located on appropriate terrain in the
Pauillac municipality would be eligible for the following appellations, ranked from the
most common to the most exclusive: bordeaux, bordeaux supérieur, médoc, haut-médoc, and
pauillac.

Soon after the 1935 law, many appellations were officially recognized by an AOC
decree: 78 AOCs were created in 1936 and 69 others in 1937. These AOCs did not exactly
replace the former appellations of the same names: both an AOC and a plain appellation
could coexist under the same name in the same region. This coexistence, known as
the “double appellation regime,” although arguably confusing, was necessary to garner
political support for the new system as it allowed producers willing to claim an AOC
to transition to the new requirements without completely relinquishing the use of the
appellation. However, this regime was soon to be abolished.

A first law passed in 1938 allowed the CNAO to forbid the use of a plain appellation
at the request of the most representative local producer organization. This option was

15Comité national des appellations d’origine, known today as the INAO.
16Humbert (2011) provides the list of items that producer organizations petitioning for AOC status

needed to forward to the CNAO. In addition to its bylaws, the producer organization was asked to provide
information related to geology, climate, appropriate varietals, a tentative list of eligible parcels, a description
of typical vineyard and winemaking practices, a description of common distributional channels, a tentative
minimum alcohol content, as well as historical areas, yields, and volumes under the appellation since 1920.

17The indication of the alcohol content on AOC wines did not become mandatory until 1999 (Council of
the European Union, 1999).
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immediately adopted in many small, upper-quality regions, and by the end of 1939,
wine producers in half of the AOCs had successfully obtained the elimination of plain
appellations. However, large regional appellations like bordeaux and bourgogne survived
the creation of their AOC counterpart as no consensus was found in their respective local
organizations in favor of abolition. This situation was put an end in 1942 when a new law
granted the CNAO the right to unilaterally suppress a plain appellation wherever an AOC
also existed under the same name. All remaining duplicate appellations were eliminated
the following year. Thus, the only surviving plain appellations were those for which no
AOC had been created.

Although AOC control today is done through third-party certifiers, during the study
period it was directly performed by government agents. At the winegrower level, official
controls were conducted by technical agents of the CNAO commissioned by the Ministry
of Agriculture. These agents would verify compliance with respect to terrain, grape
varietals, vine pruning and winemaking practices (Humbert, 2011). For instance, Capus
(1947) relates that in 1942, 120 pruning infractions were reported in Champagne, leading
to 56 sanctions. In addition to these controls, agents of the fraud repression service
of the Ministry of Agriculture were in charge of controlling appellation wines at the
wholesale and retail levels. Capus (1947) recounts that thanks to such control, in 1945
the CNAO intervened in 113 wine appellations lawsuits on behalf of producers. Various
anecdotes further suggest that AOC regulations had a positive impact on self-discipline.
For instance, in 1944 late rains damaged the quality of an otherwise abundant harvest,
which resulted in a large share of the AOC harvest being redirected by producers into
the ordinary wine market, as the wine did not reach the desired alcohol content. Finally,
a potentially important lever to control the quality of AOC wines was the use of expert
tasting. Although such testing was made compulsory for all AOC wines only in 1974, its
implementation for individual AOCs started in 1946. By 1969, more than a fourth of all
AOC designations were subject to mandatory expert tasting (Humbert, 2011).

The AOC designation quickly became the standard for premium quality wines. By
1940, 177 different AOCs had been created and the production of AOC wines exceeded
that of plain appellation wines (Humbert, 2011). From the years following the 1935 law
to the year 1969 that marks the end of our observation period, AOCwines represented on
average between 10 and 15% of total French wine production.
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2 A model of the wine market

In this section we develop a model of the wine market that allows us to illustrate the
mechanisms through which AOC recognition could affect wine prices and discuss how
available data can be leveraged to recover welfare effects.

2.1 Set up

We assume that vineyard acreage is inelastic and that yields can vary over space but
remain unaffected by the AOC reform. We later show that these assumptions are most
reasonable when evaluated against the data. We thus focus on the impact of the reform
on wine quality, ignoring quantity effects.

There are two categories of wines, (i) ordinary wines grown in places where climate
and soils only allow the production of low-quality wine, and (ii) appellation wines grown
in places endowed with beneficial natural factors, the effects of which may be further
enhanced by appropriate production practices, such as varietal choice, winemaking tech-
niques, etc. The second category of wine is distinguished from the first at wholesale and
retail by the prominent use of the name of the place from which the wine originates—the
appellation. In contrast to appellation wines, ordinary wines are assumed to have a fixed
quality that cannot be enhanced through costly practices.18

On the consumer side, we consider a Mussa-Rosen model of vertical differentiation
whereby tastes for quality are parameterized by an index θ ∈ [0, 1], perhaps reflecting
income differences, and F(θ) denotes the c.d.f. of θ. Each consumer demands at most
one unit of wine. The mass of consumers is set to M > Q, where Q denotes the fixed
quantity of wine produced, including ordinary and appellation wine. Therefore, some
consumers are not served in equilibrium. When consumingwine of quality µ sold at price
p, a consumer of type θ enjoys utility Uθ (µ, p) � ū + θµ − p, where ū > 0, and zero if the
consumer purchases nothing.

Wine quality is denoted µ0 � 0 for ordinary wine, µ1 ≥ µ0 for an appellation that is
not an AOC (i.e., a plain appellation), and µ2 ≥ µ1 for an AOC. We denote p0 the price of
ordinary wine, p1 the price of (plain) appellation wine, and p2 the price of AOC wine.

Before any regulation onproductionpractices is enacted, amarket equilibriumdoes not
involve any costly production practices for appellation wines. The reason is that a single
producer engaging in such practices would have an incentive to shirk since consumers
cannot tell quality differences among appellation wines at the time of purchase, and there

18Technically, we could allow for the possibility of quality enhancement, but the free-rider problemwould
prevent any producer from profitably pursuing it.
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are many wines claiming the appellation. We denote by σ1 the share of vineyard acreage
used to produce appellation wine, and by σ0 � 1− σ1 the share used for the production of
ordinary wine. We denote by y1 the yield of appellation (and AOC) wine, and by y0 the
yield of ordinarywine. The share of appellationwine in total wine production is therefore
s1 �

σ1 y1
σ1 y1+(1−σ1)y0

�
σ1 y1
ym

, where ym is the average yield (unaffected by the reform).
After the reform, the AOC label is granted to appellation wines produced using costly

quality-enhancing practices. The reform therefore generates a difference between two
types of appellations, plain appellations and AOCs, that may sell at different prices. We
denote by σ2 the share of vineyard acreage eligible for AOC after regulation. We assume
σ2 ≤ σ1, with the strict inequality corresponding to the case where not all vineyards
previously dedicated to the production of appellation wine may claim an AOC, perhaps
due to terrain.19 We further denote by κ the share of vineyards eligible for AOC that are
eventually used to produce AOCwine (i.e., the “conversion rate”). This conversion rate is
determined endogenously by the cost structure for quality enhancement (which we leave
unspecified for now but parameterize in Section 5) and the equilibrium price premium
p2 − p1. The share of total wine production sold under AOC after the reform is therefore
s2 �

σ2κy1
ym

. Denoting δy ≡
y1
ym
, we have s2 � σ2κδy .

2.2 Market equilibria

Given that M > Q, the equilibrium price of ordinary wine must be equal to ū (p0 � ū)
so that low-θ consumers are indifferent between purchasing nothing and purchasing
ordinary wine. Denote by θ̃ the index of the consumer indifferent between purchasing
ordinary wine and appellation wine. It must be that θ̃ �

p1−p0
µ1

�
p1−ū
µ1

. Similarly, denoting
by θ̂ the index of the consumer indifferent between purchasing plain appellation wine
and AOC wine, we have θ̂ �

p2−p1
µ2−µ1

. Market clearing implies that M
∫ 1
θ̃

dF(θ) � Qs1 and

M
∫ 1
θ̂

dF(θ) � Qs2 after the reform. Before the reform, all appellation wine has quality µ1

and only the first market-clearing condition applies.
The relationship M

∫ 1
θ̃

dF(θ) � Qs1 determines θ̃ given the exogenous values of Q,
M, and s1, and given θ̃ �

p1−ū
µ1

it further determines p1, which is then independent of

the informational setting. Similarly, the relationships M
∫ 1
θ̂

dF(θ) � Qs2 and θ̂ �
p2−p1
µ2−µ1

determine θ̂ and p2 after the reform.
The increase in gross welfare (ignoring the additional costs of quality provision) due

19We could further differentiate the valuations of plain appellations and AOC wines before the reform,
based on the idea that vineyards declared eligible for an AOC likely benefit from more favorable natural
factors than those only worthy of a plain appellation. This refinement would complicate the model without
adding anything to our argument.
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Figure 1 Gross welfare pre- and post-reform
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Note: Post-reform equilibria are represented with solid lines. Dashed lines represent pre-reform outcomes
for consumers purchasing AOC wine.

to the reform is the added gross utility of consumers with value index between θ̂ and 1,
that is, those with the highest tastes for quality who end up purchasing AOC wine:

∆GW � M
∫ 1

θ̂
(µ2 − µ1)θdF(θ)

� Qs2(µ2 − µ1) ×

∫ 1
θ̂
θdF(θ)∫ 1

θ̂
dF(θ)

� Qs2(p2 − p1) ×

∫ 1
θ̂
θdF(θ)

θ̂
∫ 1
θ̂

dF(θ)
.

We call increase in market value, and denote ∆MV, the value Qs2(p2 − p1). It is equal to
the increase in price for AOC wines multiplied by the quantity of AOC wine sold. Since∫ 1
θ̂
θdF(θ)

θ̂
∫ 1
θ̂

dF(θ)
> 1, it is clear that∆MV represents a lower bound to the increase in gross welfare

∆GW.
Figure 1 illustrates the gross welfare calculation in the special case where s1 � 0.50,

s2 � 0.25, M �
3
2 Q and consumer taste parameters are uniformly distributed on [0, 1].

In this case, market clearing implies that θ̃ �
2
3 and θ̂ �

5
6 . Setting ū � 1, µ1 � 1,

and µ2 � 2, we obtain the equilibrium prices p1 �
5
3 and p2 �

5
2 . Lines represent gross

welfare (ignoring supply costs) in equilibrium. The dashed line depicts gross welfare for
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high-θ consumers before the reform. The darkly shaded area represents the increase in
gross welfare resulting from regulation. The lightly shaded rectangle represents ∆MV.
Note that the framework accommodates the limit case where consumers have identical
tastes. Gross utility is then identical across consumers purchasing the same quality, and
∆GW � ∆MV.

One goal of our analysis is to provide an empirical measure of ∆MV, the lower bound
on the change in gross welfare. Although we observe Q and have partial information on
s2, we cannot observe p2 − p1. However, we observe the average price of wine before and
after the reform. After the reform, the average price of wine can be written as:20

pm � (1 − s1)p0 + (s1 − s2)p1 + s2p2 � p0 + s1(p1 − p0)︸              ︷︷              ︸
(A)

+ σ2κδy (p2 − p1)︸             ︷︷             ︸
(B)

. (1)

The terms (A) in Equation (1) depend only on the appellation share, but not on the eligible
share σ2, while term (B) depends on σ2 and thus on the extent of regulation. The effect
of the reform on the average wine price is ∆pm ≡ σ2κδy (p2 − p1) � s2(p2 − p1). Therefore,
∆MV � Q∆pm , and

∆MV
MV �

Qs2(p2 − p1)
Q

[
(1 − s1)p0 + s1p1

] �
∆pm

pm
≈ ∆ log pm (2)

where ∆ log pm represents the change in the logarithm of the average price attributable to
the AOC reform.

A regression of log pm on the share σ2 of vineyard acreage eligible for AOC (with
appropriate controls) will yield the partial derivative ∂ log pm

∂σ2
, which multiplied by the

ultimate share of vineyard acreage eligible after the reformbecomes a predictor of∆ log pm

and thus of ∆MV
MV . We can further interpret the coefficient on σ2, say β, as the price

premium relative to the average price ofwine, modulated by the yield ratio andmultiplied
by the AOC take-up rate, that is, an intention-to-treat effect. This is because log pm �

log
(
p0 + s1(p1 − p0) + σ2κδy (p2 − p1)

)
, and thus β ≡ ∂ log pm

∂σ2
�

κδy (p2−p1)
pm

.
Although we could imagine using time-series variation in the average wine price at

the national level to identify the effect of the reform on log pm , an obvious concern is that
the estimated effect may be confounded by time effects affecting the wine market at the
same time as the reform. Instead, our empirical strategy is to compare the evolution of

20If non-eligible appellation wines and the share 1 − κ of eligible wines end up being sold as ordinary
wines rather than plain appellations, perhaps because there is no plain appellation available after the reform,
the average valuation for ordinary wine will increase to p̄0 �

(1−s1)p0+(s1−s2)p1
1−s2

, so that the average wine price
will still be pm � p0 + s1(p1 − p0) + s2(p2 − p1). This case is functionally similar to the previous one.
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the average wine price across French departments, which were affected by the reform
differentially both in the extent of AOC eligibility and in the rollout of AOC recognition
over time. Section 4 details our strategy to obtain an unbiased estimate of β.

A second goal of our analysis is to identify the costs of quality improvements induced
by the reform. We denote these costs ∆C. Assuming profit-maximizing behavior on the
part of wine suppliers, conversion costs cannot exceed the increase inmarket value, that is,
∆C ≤ ∆MV. Section 5 explains our strategy to estimate ∆C

∆MV , putting additional structure
on the model and using a revealed-preference approach. Combining our demand- and
supply-side estimates then yields a lower bound to the net welfare effect of the reform.

3 Data

Our dataset combines several sources. We obtain departmental average wine prices,
areas in vineyards, and wine production from France’s Statistique agricole annuelle, an
agricultural yearbook published by theMinistry of Agriculture and only available in print
for the historical period. We focus on the period 1907-1969. This window excludes the
period, starting in the 1860s, when France’s vineyardswere destroyed by phylloxera, a pest
that affects native European vines. It further excludes an ensuing period of generalized
fraud through wine adulteration, which ended with the adoption of the 1905 law against
fraudand falsification and the creationof the fraud repression service in 1907. Our analysis
ends in 1969, one year before the adoption of the first European regulation pertaining to
the common organisation of the market in wine. This is also the last year for which price
data at the level of the French department was ever reported in the agricultural yearbook.
All price data is missing for the year 1949.

The wine price is evaluated through departmental surveys conducted at the wine-
grower (récoltant) level (Ministère des Finances, France, 1908) and should be interpreted as
a weighted average calculated across all wines, even in years when the yearbook reports
wine production separately for ordinary and appellation wines.21 We do not observe the
vineyard area dedicated to AOC production at the department level, although in later
years, the volume of AOC wine is reported.

We construct the time-varying share of vineyards eligible for AOC status in a depart-
ment from multiple sources. The first one is a set of more than 400 governmental decrees
enacted during the sample period and defining (or modifying) each AOC. These decrees

21For the years 1907–1914, separate average prices are reported for “ordinary” and “superior quality”
wines. The distinction is based on prices (with a cutoff of 50 Fr./hl), not on whether the wine bears an
appellation. See Section 4.3.3.
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provide us information about the date of recognition and the area eligible, as they typically
indicatewhichmunicipalities (communes) are eligible for a given appellation (this areamay
cross departmental boundaries). An example of AOC decree is shown in Appendix B for
the côtes du rhône appellation.

Historical records of which parcels within an eligible commune are eligible for an AOC
are kept in the cadastral archives of each of France’s 35,000 municipalities. Reconstructing
the precise historical record of eligible parcels would require visiting each municipality
and digitizing the spatial boundaries, which is prohibitive. Instead, we make use of a
recent effort by France’s Institut national de l’origine et de la qualité (INAO) to precisely map
out eligible parcels. In April 2019, the INAO released a series of shapefiles indicating
the current geographical delimitations of most of France’s current AOCs, at the parcel
level. (Notable exceptions include champagne and vins doux naturels.) The delimitations
are based solely on terrain, not actual practices, therefore they reflect eligibility rather
than compliance. We only consider delimitations for AOCs that were recognized during
our sample period.

Several AOC delimitations have changed since their first definition, with modifying
decrees either excluding or adding municipalities. We account for such changes by only
considering areas located inmunicipalities eligible for AOC production at any given point
in time.22 If a municipality eligible for an AOC in a given year does not have any eligible
area in the 2019 INAO shapefile, either because it is not eligible as of 2019 or because the
shapefile is incomplete, we consider the entire area covered by the municipality.23

Finally, because eligible areas often include land not actually in vineyards (for instance,
they may include hedgerows or access roads, or, in the cases specified above, the entire
municipality), we intersect these delimitations with 100 m land cover data showing areas
planted in vineyards in the years 1990, 2000, 2006, 2012, or 2018. The land use information
comes from satellite imagery and these are the only years for which it is available. We
intersect the two files by first rasterizing the INAO shapefile and then overlaying it with
the land use file. Each pixel covers 1 ha of land.

Figure 2 depicts the selection of the eligible area for the AOC bordeaux, entirely located
within the Gironde department. Panel (b) depicts the shapefile from the INAO, showing
the contours of eligible parcels as polygons. Panel (c) shows the pixelation of the eligible
area, and panel (c) shows the pixels planted in vineyards from the land use dataset. The
intersection of the areas selected in panels (c) and (d) represents our measure of the

22We thank Florian Humbert for sharing data on changes in eligible municipalities.
23We do not proceed with this adjustment for the regional appellations bourgogne, bourgogne-aligoté,

bourgogne-passe-tout-grains, and alsace as their AOC decrees do not provide a precise list of eligible munici-
palities. Instead, we rely entirely on the INAO shapefile showing eligible parcels.
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Figure 2 The area eligible for the bordeaux AOC

(a) Location in France (b) Eligible polygons (c) Eligible pixels (d) Vineyards

Note: Department boundaries are shown as they were during the period of investigation.

vineyard area eligible for bordeaux.
To construct the share of vineyards eligible for AOC recognition at the level of a

department, our unit of analysis, we divide the area eligible for at least one AOC in any
given year (while being grown in vineyards) by the maximum of the area planted in
vineyards during the period 1907–1969, which we obtain from the agricultural yearbooks.
Given the general downward trend in vineyard areas over the period (see Figure 5 below),
this maximum area is typically equal to the area at baseline. The calculated eligible share
represents our best estimate of the historical share of vineyards eligible for AOC. For each
AOC, we use the year following the year of enactment of the decree as the starting date
for counting AOC eligibility. Additional details about the construction of the eligibility
share are provided in Appendix C.

Table 1 Summary statistics

Variable (unit) Mean Median Std. dev. Min. Max
Price (1969 Franc per hectoliter) 108.9 92.5 87.1 8.4 1,784.8
Production (million liters) 70.6 20.4 156.7 0.0 1,538.3
Acreage (thousands hectares) 18.4 7.6 30.3 0.0 199.0
Yield (hectoliters per hectare) 29.2 27.0 14.8 0.5 258.0
Share of acreage eligible for at least one AOC 0.067 0.000 0.202 0.000 1.000
Share of acreage eligible for at least three AOC 0.016 0.000 0.089 0.000 0.899
Share of acreage eligible for at least five AOC 0.002 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.213

Table 1 shows summary statistics for a set of variables relevant to our analysis. Figure
3 depicts the temporal rollout of AOC recognitions and, whenever available, the national
vineyard area under AOC and the national AOC wine production.24

24The vineyard area under AOC was obtained from estimates reported in INAO (1978) and corresponds
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Figure 3 Temporal rollout of AOC recognitions and AOC production

(a) Cumulative distribution (b) National share

Note: The count of decrees represented in this figure includes the 34 Burgundy premiers crus created in
1943 but excludes the 577 climats relative to these premiers crus. Similarly, it excludes the 64 municipality
names which can be attached to the AOCs beaujolais and mâcon.

4 Price analysis

We begin with a discussion of our identification strategy. We then present our empiri-
cal findings, including the effect of AOC recognition on the average wine price and its
interpretability in terms of quality improvements.

4.1 Identification strategy

We exploit two sources of variation to identify the effects of the reform on the averagewine
price: variation in the exposure of a department to the reform (through its eligible share
of vineyards) and variation in the timing of the decrees taken in application of the 1935
law. Most AOC decrees were enacted during the years 1936 and 1937, although several
were adopted later, notably those pertaining to the Alsace region in 1962. Importantly, the
reform affected wine-producing departments unevenly: many had no AOC area, some
had complete AOC eligibility, and many had only a share of their vineyards eventually
recognized as eligible. This cross-sectional variation provides both an extensive and an
intensivemargin of treatment that allows us to control for common shocks to departmental
wine prices through year fixed effects.

A key concern when assessing the effect of a program or rule on outcomes is that
implementation is not exogenous, i.e., rules happen to be implemented concurrently
with other factors affecting the outcome. For instance, if appellation decrees happen

to vineyards producing AOC wine.
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Figure 4 Definition of regions

Note: Delineations in light gray represent departments. Delineations in black represent regions.
Hatched departments are excluded from the analysis because they produced little to no wine
during the period.

to be in force at the same time that demand factors, say expanding export markets, are
affecting wine prices, then the effect of foreign demand might be mistakenly attributed
to regulation if it happens to affect treated and untreated departments differently. One
strategy to control for such potentially confounding factors is to further differentiate the
year fixed effects by broadwine region, such as “Loire” or “Midi.” To define these regions,
we largely follow the classification adopted by the INAO, making sure that each region
is large enough to include at least a couple of departments, our cross-sectional units of
analysis.25 Our dataset includes 15 regions and 76 departments, depicted in Figure 4.

Our main specification can be spelled out as follows:

log pit � αi + γrt + β
′sit + δ

′xit + εit (3)

where pit denotes the average price of wine in department i in year t, r indicates the
unique wine region to which department i belongs, αi is a department fixed effect, γrt

is a region-by-year fixed effect, xit is a vector of quantity controls, and sit is a vector of
treatment variables capturing the extent of AOC recognition. For instance, the vector sit

may include the share of a department’s vineyard acreage eligible in year t for one or
more and three or more AOCs. The vector β captures the effects of interest. In our main
set of regressions, we only include the share of acreage eligible for one or more AOCs as
the treatment variable, but we explore richer models in Appendix E.

We include controls for quantity produced, either in year t or in year t − 1, because
wine production is highly dependent on weather. Indeed, departmental output displays

25These wine regions are different from the French administrative units called régions.
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Figure 5 Wine output and productive acreage in AOC and non-AOC departments

(a) Wine output (b) Productive acreage

Note: Areas excludes departments with missing data. AOC departments (23) are departments with a 1969
share of vineyards eligible for AOC larger than 20%. Non-AOC departments (32) are departments with a
1969 share of vineyards eligible for AOC smaller than 2.5%. 11 departments with an intermediate share are
not represented.

wide fluctuations from year to year (see Figure 5). These fluctuations are not due to
planting decisions, as vineyard acreage has moved smoothly over time, but rather to yield
effects channeled through weather shocks. Conditional on region-by-year fixed effects,
output variations can therefore be considered exogenous to price, and we thus interpret
Equation (3) as an inverse demand equation.26 The coefficient δ represents the derived
demand flexibility for wine at the departmental level. The coefficient β represents the
shift in marginal willingness to pay for wine, conditional on output. Note that removing
quantity controls from the regression will not qualitatively change our estimate of β.

Controlling for region-by-year fixed effects means that our identification relies on
differences, within a region, in the share of vineyards eligible for an AOC in a given
year following the reform. Such differences arise from different shares of a department’s
vineyard area being eligible for a given appellation and, to some extent, from different
dates of adoption of decrees for different appellations. Our identifying assumption is that
within a wine region, treated and untreated departments would have followed parallel
price movements after the AOC reform if not for the reform itself. Given the limited
geographical span of our regions, we find it unlikely that unobservables correlated with
the AOC share within a region-year could confound the effect of regulation.

A remaining concern is that recent price trends could have been a factor in the decision

26Milhau (1948) uses a similar regression to identify the demand for wine during the period 1919–1933
at the national level, explicitly treating aggregate realized output as exogenous to price.
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of the CNAO to grant AOC status, or in the decision of producer groups to seek such
status. In fact, information on prices was not part of the petition process. As explained in
Humbert (2011), the bulk of the application consisted of a description of the natural factors
and production practices specific to the appellation, in addition to historical production
records. The only economic criterion consideredwas adescription of distribution channels
(see footnote 16). Indeed, the very first round of AOC recognitions included both small,
prestigious appellations such as romanée-conti or pauillac and broad regional appellations
such as bordeaux that sold at much lower prices. It thus seems unlikely that price levels,
let alone price trends, could have influenced AOC status. In Section 4.3.3, we provide
multiple pieces of empirical evidence in support of our identifying assumption, including
an event study demonstrating the absence of upward or downward price trends prior to
AOC recognition.

4.2 Inference

Our specification includes region-by-year fixed effects. These fixed effects flexibly control
for yearly shocks common to departments located in the same region, notably those due
to weather shocks that could affect quality independently of quantity (which is explicitly
controlled for). On average, there are five departments in each region. Our preferred
standard errors assume that, conditional on these geographically differentiated yearly
shocks and other included regressors, there is no residual correlation in errors across de-
partments. Nonetheless, we allow for serial correlation across years within a department
through the use of department-level clusters. We view department-clustered standard er-
rors as conservative enough, particularly given the small number of departments within
each region. Further, because we sample all departments in all regions, there is no sam-
pling design justification for clustering at the region level (there are no relevant regions
absent from our data set that we wish to draw inference about). Instead, we view our
sampling as occurring in the time dimension, in which case department-level clusters
seem appropriate (Abadie et al., 2017).

For comparison purposes, we also report two other types of standard errors: (i) stan-
dard errors computed using the method of Conley (1999) adapted for panel data,27 and
(ii) two-way standard errors that allow for serial correlation within a department and con-
temporaneous correlation across departments in the same region. Unlike the department-
clustered and two-way standard errors, Conley errors do not account for serial correlation
of the error term.

27The Conley errors are to spatial data what Newey-West errors are to time-series data. Here we apply
the Newey-West weighting scheme to neighboring relationships.
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4.3 Results

Before discussing our main results and considering competing explanations for the ob-
served price effect, we present suggestive evidence that AOC recognition positively af-
fected the trajectory ofwine prices at the department level. Robustness checks that exclude
selected years or selected departments are provided in Appendix D. In addition to these
robustness checks, a detailed heterogeneity analysis is provided in Appendix E. This
analysis provides estimates that vary across time, space, and layers of AOC eligibility
(accounting for the hierarchical structure of AOC recognitions). It also provides a formal
test that the effect of AOC eligibility on the departmental price can be considered to be
linear.

4.3.1 Suggestive evidence

The top panel of Figure 6 plots a time-series of average real wine prices across two
categories of departments: those with high eventual AOC share (defined as those with
an eligible share of AOC vineyards larger than 20% by 1969) and those with low eventual
AOC share (defined as those with an eligible share lower than 2.5%). A few departments
with intermediate share are not represented. The middle panel of the figure plots the
evolution of the difference between the two averages, and the bottom panel shows the
evolution of the share of acreage eligible to an AOC.

Figure 6 shows that the two categories of departments had very similar prices before
the AOC reform, even after the appellation laws of 1908 and 1919. The two price series
only start to diverge after the AOC reform, with higher values in departments with high
eventual AOC share, particularly in the immediate aftermath of WWII.28 The price spikes
observed in 1945 and 1946 in AOC departments are due to a shortage caused by an
exceptionally small harvest in 1945 in AOC regions.29

The figure provides visual support for the “parallel trends” assumption implicit in
difference-in-differences designs.30 What the figure does not capture, but our main re-
gression will, is any differential price trends within the two broad categories defined here
(that is, the intensive margin of treatment along the AOC share dimension), and the fact
that recognition did not happen simultaneously in all treated departments (the intensive
margin of treatment along the time dimension).

28Our estimates are not driven by data from that period. See Table D.3.
29A severe frost in May 1945 killed the young shoots right after bud burst. In Gironde where bordeaux is

produced, production was divided by three compared to 1944.
30Average prices in the departments with intermediate eventual AOC share do not contradict this story:

prices in those departments were consistently below those in non-AOC departments before the reform, and
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Figure 6 Average real wine prices in AOC and non-AOC departments

Note: Average real wine prices are calculated using production weights and conditioning on departments
without missing data. Production weights are constant over time and calculated as the average
departmental wine production over the pre-reform period from 1907 to 1936. AOC (resp. non-AOC)
departments (23, resp. 29) have a 1969 share of eligible vineyards larger than 20% (resp. smaller than
2.5%). Eleven departments with intermediate share are not represented in the top and middle panels.

Table 2 Trends regressions

Price trend (%) Output trend (%)
1927–1956 1907–1936 1927–1956
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share 74.16 71.96 -6.93 -3.92 5.79 -13.25
(27.07) (26.28) (6.56) (6.93) (11.68) (22.86)

Region FE X X X
Observations 72 72 72 72 72 72

Note: The sample is limited to departments with enough information to compute price and output trends
over the two periods 1907–1936 and 1927–1956. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are reported in
brackets.
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To further investigate the parallel trends assumption, we compare two simple price
trend regressions based on different subsamples of years: 1907–1936 (pre-reform) and
1927–1956 (pre-post-reform), where price trends are computed using 10-year averages
from the endpoints of each period and are expressed in relative terms. The results are
reported in Table 2. Column (1) of the table reports the coefficient on the AOC eligible
share (by 1956) from a regression of the price trend calculated over the period 1927–1956.
Column (2) controls for the wine region to purge the regression of effects common to all
departments located in the same region. In both columns, the coefficient on the AOC
share is highly significant, suggesting that AOC eligibility had a positive effect on price
trends, even after controlling for regional effects. In contrast, columns (3) and (4) show
that if we consider price trends during the pre-reform period, the AOC share does not
have any explanatory power, that is, eventual AOC eligibility (as of 1956) is irrelevant to
explaining price trends prior to regulation. Finally, columns (5) and (6) show that AOC
eligibility also had no clear effect on wine output, suggesting that the effects of regulation
on price trends were not the result of a reduction in quantity.

4.3.2 Panel analysis

The results from the estimation of Equation (3) appear in Table 3 andAppendix Tables D.1
andD.2. Each table uses a different timewindow to identify the effects ofAOC recognition,
from the widest (1907–1969, the entire data set) to the narrowest (1921–1950). Each table
displays results with different sets of controls. Every regression includes department
and year fixed effects. Except for column (6), all columns control for production in some
way. For a given time window, estimates of the effect of the AOC eligibility share on
the departmental price are quite similar across specifications, even when omitting the
production controls.

We do not expect coefficient estimates to be stable across time windows. As peri-
ods change, so does the set of appellations that are recognized in the sample. Because
AOC recognition may cause different price increases in different regions, our coefficient
estimate, which captures an average effect, may vary according to the period used. In ad-
dition, it may take time for reputations to build. Despite these considerations, our results
show a statistically significant and economically meaningful effect of AOC recognition on
the average wine price in all periods, even after conditioning on quantity produced. In
the largest sample, the regression with the richest set of controls implies a 42% increase
in the average departmental wine price associated with full AOC eligibility (column (4)

caught up after it.
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Table 3 Effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, 1907–1969

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.395 0.427 0.417 0.424 0.413 0.409
(0.043) (0.044) (0.044) (0.045) (0.045) (0.044)
[0.088] [0.083] [0.083] [0.084] [0.083] [0.085]
{0.092} {0.089} {0.090} {0.090} {0.090} {0.091}

log(Production)

-0.041 -0.042

– – – –(0.011) (0.012)
[0.012] [0.015]
{0.014} {0.017}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.024

– – –(0.011)
[0.016]
{0.017}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X X
Observations 4,572 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,483 4,572

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.

of Table 3, using contemporaneous rather than lagged quantity as a control). Estimates
from alternative specifications lie between 40% and 43%. The estimates reported in Table
D.1 for the period 1911–1960 lie between 28% and 31%, while those reported in Table D.2
for the period 1921–1950 lie between 19% and 22%.

4.3.3 Evidence in support of the counterfactual comparability assumption

Our identifying assumption is that, conditional on region-by-year effects and quantity,
no unobserved determinants of price correlate with the AOC eligible share. One could
be concerned however that departments eligible for AOC recognition were on a different
price trajectory than control departments. That is, although our region-by-year fixed
effects control for trends common to all departments within a region, unobserved factors
that would have systematically propped up prices in treated departments after the reform
could be confounding the effect of regulation. For instance, an increasing taste of foreign
markets for bordeauxwine happening after the reform could affect identification since the
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share eligible for the bordeauxAOC increased from zero to almost one upon recognition.31
Another concern could be that producer groups who successfully petitioned for AOC
status were better organized, which could correlate with their ability to supply higher-
quality wine in the post-reform period, irrespective of AOC status.

We take a multi-pronged approach to analyzing such possibilities. First, we run
falsification tests of the relationship between AOC recognition and the average wine price
using data from the pre-reform period. Specifically, we artificially set the share of AOC
vineyards to its value fifteen years later. Sincewe begin countingAOC recognition the year
after the decree is enacted, and the first decrees were enacted in 1936, from 1907 to 1921
(15 years) our AOC share remains equal to zero and the artificial treatment period goes
from 1922 to 1936 (15 years). Results are shown in Table 4 and confirm that eventual AOC
recognitionwas uncorrelatedwith price patterns before the actual treatment period began.
That is, AOC and non-AOC departments do not appear to have been following different
price trends prior to the reform. The table also shows results obtained frommodels where
the share of eligible vineyards is artificially set equal to its value 20 years later (columns
(6) and (7)) or 10 years later (columns (8) and (9)). If anything, the results in columns
(8) and (9) suggest a negative correlation between eventual AOC recognition and pre-
reform price trends right before the reform, although statistical significance is dependent
on which standard error is used. This relative erosion of wine prices in departments
ultimately eligible for AOC recognition is consistent with historical accounts of increasing
abuses in the appellation wine market in the years leading to the reform (Capus, 1947).

Second, we use an event study design tomore closely examine price trends in the years
leading to AOC recognition in treated departments. To that effect, we need to assign a
“treatment year” to every department with eventual AOC eligibility. We use the share
eligible as of 1969 (denoted si1969) as a benchmark share and assign treatment to the first
year when the AOC eligible share in department i exceeded 0.5si1969. We note that in most
departments, the eligible share rose from zero to a value close or equal to si1969 within
a couple of years, so assigning the treatment year this way is relatively innocuous. We
then follow the design of Allcott et al. (2019) and estimate the following regression on the
entire sample, including untreated departments (i.e., those with si1969 � 0):

log pit � Bit

*....
,

β0si1969 +

+33∑
y�−15

y,0

Cit yβy si1969

+////
-

+ αi + γrt + δ
′xit + εit

31To confound our effect, such a taste would have to be unrelated to AOC recognition, however.
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Table 4 Effect of the later AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, pre-treatment periods

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
1907–1936 1907–1926 1917–1936

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

AOC share

-0.054 -0.006 -0.023 -0.004 -0.023 0.067 0.037 -0.129 -0.120
(0.056) (0.054) (0.054) (0.055) (0.054) (0.061) (0.064) (0.069) (0.069)
[0.069] [0.084] [0.085] [0.084] [0.083] [0.083] [0.079] [0.060] [0.066]
{0.079} {0.096} {0.096} {0.096} {0.094} {0.097} {0.096} {0.085} {0.090}

log(Production)

-0.054 -0.064

– – – – – – –(0.016) (0.015)
[0.014] [0.015]
{0.016} {0.018}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.046

– – – – – –(0.013)
[0.018]
{0.020}

log(Production)×Region X X X
log(Production−1)×Region X X X
Region×Year FE X X X X X X X X
Observations 2,249 2,249 2,138 2,249 2,138 1,493 1,389 1,498 1,482

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.

where Bit is an indicator variable taking on the value one if observation (i , t) is part of
a window of time spanning 15 years prior and up to 33 years after the treatment year of
department i, andCit y is another indicator variable taking on the value one if year t occurs
y years after the treatment year for department i (with the convention that if y is negative,
year t must occur |y | years prior to treatment). The omitted category in the summation
is y � 0, so that the coefficients βy represent the effect of AOC recognition y years after
it occurs, relative to its effect in the year of recognition. Untreated departments do not
participate directly in identification of the βy coefficients, however they help identify the
controls.

Figure 7 shows the estimates of the βy coefficients, together with confidence intervals
computed using the department-clustered standard errors. The figure clearly shows that
wine prices did not increase immediately prior to AOC recognition. They do not seem
to have decreased in a significant fashion either. We do not find the absence of upward
trend prior to recognition to be surprising. As explained in Capus (1947) and Humbert
(2011), the AOC system was initially designed to strengthen production requirements for
existing appellations, rather than reward areas with a recent history of quality or price
improvements. It is therefore unlikely that recent price trends were a consideration in the
granting ofAOC status. The absence of upward price trends prior to treatment should also
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Figure 7 Event study of the effect of AOC recognition on the average wine price

Note: Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals based on department-clustered standard errors. The
preferred estimate is from the specification reported in Table 3, column (4).

allay concerns that AOC status was preferably granted to appellations with more effective
producer groups who would have managed to improve quality absent AOC recognition.

As a third piece of evidence that our estimated effects are not driven by unobserved
correlated factors, we restrict the sample to the post-1937 period: by that date, the most
important AOCs had already been defined, so that the residual variation in the AOC
eligible share, conditional on the departmental fixed effects, comes from later rounds of
AOC recognition, notably that of Alsacewines. Results are displayed in Table 5. Although
the point estimate is slightly smaller than in the full sample, the effect of the AOC share
remains large (37% in column (4)) and statistically significant. For the estimated effects
to be spurious, unobserved factors would thus need to be systematically correlated with
waves of AOC recognition.

Next, we investigate whether the set of departments used as controls is a significant
driver of our results. If unobserved factors unrelated to AOC recognition affected wine
prices in AOC departments differently than in non-AOC departments within a region
after the reform, we would expect that removing non-AOC departments from the sample
would change the estimated effect of AOC recognition. We thus remove all departments
forwhich the eventualAOCshare (by 1969) lies below2.5%, aswell as all departmentswith
missing data. There are 42 such departments out of 76 used in the full sample, therefore
this procedure removes more than half of the departments. Because departments with
zero or very small eligible share are excluded, identification now relies on comparisons
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Table 5 Effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, 1938–1969

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.234 0.352 0.355 0.365 0.352 0.362
(0.096) (0.136) (0.137) (0.144) (0.141) (0.136)
[0.078] [0.145] [0.135] [0.161] [0.145] [0.140]
{0.099} {0.179} {0.172} {0.197} {0.181} {0.175}

log(Production)

0.004 0.014

– – – –(0.019) (0.022)
[0.022] [0.026]
{0.023} {0.029}

log(Production−1) – –

0.039

– – –(0.022)
[0.026]
{0.028}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X X
Observations 2,267 2,267 2,261 2,267 2,261 2,267

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.
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Table 6 Effect of theAOCeligible share on the real price ofwine, excludingnon-AOCdepartments

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.383 0.385 0.373 0.363 0.363 0.371
(0.053) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.046) (0.045)
[0.111] [0.106] [0.106] [0.109] [0.107] [0.106]
{0.116} {0.109} {0.109} {0.112} {0.110} {0.109}

log(Production)

-0.108 -0.059

– – – –(0.026) (0.030)
[0.025] [0.039]
{0.028} {0.042}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.018

– – –(0.024)
[0.034]
{0.036}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X X
Observations 2,108 2,108 2,074 2,108 2,074 2,108

Note: The period is 1907–1969. All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; []
department-clustered; {} two-way. The panel excludes departments with missing price data.

of price changes across moderately and more intensively treated departments within
the same region, which are plausibly more similar to each other and less likely to be
differentially affected by factors unrelated to AOC recognition after the reform. Results
are displayed in Table 6 and show that the coefficient estimates on the AOC eligible shares
are still statistically significant and of similar magnitudes as those obtained using the
entire sample of departments.32 For instance, column (4) shows an average effect of AOC
recognition equal to 36%, as opposed to 42% in the full sample.

Finally, we consider the hypothesis according to which prices in AOC departments
rose after the reform due to rapidly rising per-capita income during the post-war era (a
period of economic growth knownas theTrente Glorieuses, “TheGlorious Thirty”), coupled
with the fact that high-quality wines, unlike ordinary wines, could be considered luxury
goods. Indeed, as incomes rise, the demand for high-quality wine (relative to ordinary
wine) would be expected to increase. To the extent that AOC eligibility proxies for the

32The results still hold if we include departments with missing data in the regression.
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share of high-quality wine produced in a department, the estimated price effect could be
reflecting the effect of rising per-capita income, in addition to (or in place of) any effect of
AOC recognition on actual wine quality.33

To test this hypothesis, we collect the time series of income per capita at the national
level calculated in Piketty (2001) for the years present in our sample. We then interact the
logarithm of this time-varying income measure with three department-varying measures
of the potential for high-quality wine production, and add the interaction as a control
in our main regression. We also allow our space- and time-varying measure of AOC
eligibility to interact with per-capita income.

Our first measure of a department’s potential for quality is the share of departmental
wine production considered to be of “superior quality” in France’s Statistique agricole an-
nuelle. That information is available for the years 1907–1914, so we average production
across these years to construct a time-independent measure of high-quality wine produc-
tion potential. In these early yearbooks, wines used to be considered of “superior quality”
if they sold at a price higher than 50 fr./hl, irrespective of any appellation (Ministère des
Finances, France, 1908). Arguably, this classification provides a more objective measure of
quality than AOC eligibility, which some may view as normative, bureaucratic, or subject
to regulatory capture. Nonetheless, this measure of quality is positively correlated with
our measure of AOC eligibility (e.g., correlation coefficient ρ ≈ 0.55 when using the AOC
share as of 1941, 5 years after the first AOCs were introduced). The results are shown
in columns (1)–(2) of Table 7 and suggest a clear effect of AOC recognition, even condi-
tioning on the quality-revenue interaction. To help in interpretation, we have demeaned
the log-income variable using its average value across years in the post-reform period
(1937–1969), therefore the coefficient on the AOC share represents the marginal effect of
AOC recognition evaluated at this mean log-income value.

The secondmeasure of a department’s potential for quality comes fromFrance’s Journal
Officiel for the year 1936, which reports the volumes of wines declared under (plain)
appellation by department in 1935. This information is only available for that particular
year in the pre-reform period. The share of wine sold under appellation in 1935 is
constructed by dividing the appellation volume by the total volume of wine produced, as
reported in the agricultural yearbook. As explained in Section 1, before the reform the use
of appellations was largely unrestricted (except for broad delineations of eligible areas),
so the share of wine sold under appellation in 1935 represents a measure of quality more

33In the model of Section 2, a rise in per-capita income would cause a shift of the θ-distribution towards
higher values, which, keeping M, Q, and s1 constant, would translate into a higher value of p1 and a higher
average price, even in the absence of quality improvements.
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Table 7 Controlling for changes in income

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share (β1)

0.403 0.386 0.448 0.435 0.422 0.420
(0.042) (0.042) (0.054) (0.055) (0.062) (0.061)
[0.101] [0.100] [0.130] [0.134] [0.077] [0.075]
{0.104} {0.104} {0.136} {0.140} {0.089} {0.088}

AOC share×Income deviation (β2)

0.560 0.532 0.566 0.561 0.570 0.573
(0.075) (0.076) (0.094) (0.094) (0.131) (0.128)
[0.167] [0.167] [0.245] [0.246] [0.152] [0.148]
{0.171} {0.171} {0.248} {0.250} {0.180} {0.175}

VQS share1907−1914×Income deviation

0.134 0.171

– – – –(0.173) (0.165)
[0.408] [0.412]
{0.420} {0.424}

PA share1935×Income deviation – –

0.205 0.198

– –(0.097) (0.098)
[0.288] [0.292]
{0.294} {0.299}

AOC share1941×Income deviation – – – –

-0.039 -0.065
(0.133) (0.132)
[0.208] [0.204]
{0.231} {0.227}

log(Production)×Region X X X
log(Production−1)×Region X X X
Joint significance test: β1 � β2 � 0 16.140 14.960 11.982 10.602 30.877 31.916
Observations 4,350 4,276 4,138 4,056 4,572 4,483

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years. Columns (1)–(2) exclude a couple of departments for which production data is not available for the
period 1907–1914. Columns (3)–(4) exclude departments covered by Cognac and Armagnac, whose
production is omitted in the 1935 appellation production data. The joint significance test uses the
department-clustered covariance matrix. The critical value is χ2

95%(2) � 5.991.
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closely related to that of an unregulated market than the AOC eligible share.34 Results
from regressions that include a control interacting the 1935 plain appellation share with
per capita income are shown in columns (3)–(4) of Table 7. Although the 1935 share is
positively correlated with our AOC share (ρ � 0.81 in 1941), results are consistent with
those reported in the first two columns and suggest a clear (and large) incremental effect
of AOC recognition.

Finally, to account for the fact that the years leading to the 1935 reform saw an increase
in the number of “unwarranted” appellations, we use a more restrictive definition of
quality potential by considering the share eligible for AOC designation 5 years after the
first recognitions took place, namely the AOC share as of 1941. The results are shown in
columns (5)–(6) of Table 7 and confirm the role of AOC recognition in the determination
of the departmental price.

Taken as a whole, these results suggest that AOC recognition caused a sizeable appre-
ciation in average wine prices at the department level. Our preferred estimate indicates
a rate of increase of the average wine price with respect to the share eligible for AOC of
42%. This estimate implies that in a department where 100% of vineyards became eligible
for at least one AOC (like Gironde), the average wine price increased by 42%.

4.3.4 Ruling out alternative explanations

The results of Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 suggest a clear effect of AOC recognition on the
departmental wine price. Whether the increase in the wine price was indeed related
to quality enhancements that failed to be incentivized prior to the reform remains to be
established. Perhaps one of the biggest threats to identifying whether the AOC reform
had any effect on the supply of quality is its potential for affecting the volumes of wine
produced. There are at least two potential channels to consider: first, the reform could
have reduced overall wine acreage and/or yields in regulated areas, and therefore the
quantity of wine produced. Second, the reform could have reshuffled volumes of wines
away from the appellation market into the ordinary wine market.

Acreage and yield effects
It is difficult to imagine how acreage in vineyards could have been reduced by the

reform because it did not force producers to uproot existing vineyards. One could easily
expect, however, that maximum yields specified in many appellation decrees may have

34The 1935 data on appellation wine production are missing for Charente and Charente-Maritime, the
main producers of cognac. We suspect these data are not reported due to the nature of that appellation,
which is not a wine but a brandy. We exclude these departments from the analysis reported in Table 7.
We also exclude the other two departments with parcels eligible for the appellation cognac, as well as the
departments producing the other brandy appellation, armagnac.
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Table 8 Effect of AOC recognition on productive acreage and yield

Dep. var.:
log acreage log yield log production

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1916–1955 1907–1969 1916–1955 1907–1969 1916–1955 1907–1969

AOC share

0.163 0.376 -0.037 0.042 0.131 0.438
(0.040) (0.048) (0.051) (0.042) (0.064) (0.063)
[0.136] [0.117] [0.080] [0.088] [0.150] [0.161]
{0.136} {0.123} {0.084} {0.092} {0.152} {0.165}

Observations 3,007 4,653 3,006 4,647 3,009 4,681

Note: All regressions include year by region FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years.

resulted in yield (and therefore production) reductions. In fact, we do not detect any
negative effects of the reform on either acreage or yield in the data. Instead, regressions
reported in Table 8 show that the share of AOC recognition had a positive and statistically
significant effect on productive vineyard acreage, at least when estimated over the period
1907–1969.

This effect is consistent with the view (confirmed by Figure 5) that wine acreage has
decreased more over time in non-AOC regions than in AOC regions. One potential
explanation for the observed differential trends in acreage may be that the AOC reform
increased the profitability of wine making in treated areas and therefore had an effect on
the extensive margin of wine production. If this were the case, this additional supply of
winewould be direct evidence of the increase inmarket value attributable to the resolution
of the lemons problem, as described in Akerlof’s original model of adverse selection
whereby high-quality sellers do not sell product in equilibrium. As appealing as this
explanation may seem, we are unwilling to entirely attribute the relative acreage increase
in AOC departments to the resolution of the lemons problem, the main reason being that
AOC vineyards were largely exempt from restrictions on new plantings applicable to the
ordinary wine market starting in 1953 (Humbert, 2011). It is thus likely that the lesser
decline in vineyard acreage observed in AOC regions was at least partially driven by these
exemptions.

Table 8 indicates no clear effect of AOC recognition on yield. Estimates are small
and statistically insignificant, with fluctuating signs according to the period considered.
Although many AOC decrees specify maximum yields, it thus appears that reducing
yield was not the principal channel through which quality improvements were achieved.
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In a way, the absence of a negative effect of AOC recognition on average departmental
yield is consistentwith available information. For instance, the large regional bordeaux and
bourgogneAOCs,when created, imposed amaximumyield of 50 and 45hl/ha, respectively.
The average yield over the ten years prior to regulation were 32 hl/ha in Gironde—the
department where bordeaux is produced—and 28 hl/ha in the departments covered by the
bourgogne AOC.

Finally, Table 8 shows that the combined effects of AOC recognition on acreage and
yield resulted in a positive effect on quantity produced, which is statistically significant
when considering the period 1907–1969. Therefore, the increase in wine price observed in
departments with higher eligible share cannot be attributed to a decrease in wine output
following the reform.

Reshuffling
The second main effect that the reform could potentially have had on wine quantities

is reallocative. It is conceivable that some wines that used to be sold under appellation
before the reform were later denied the use of the AOC and thus had to be sold either
under a less prestigious name, if available, or as ordinary wine (an effect known as
déclassement). Initially, the “double appellation” regime allowed wines to be sold under a
plain appellation of the samename as a recognizedAOC, as longas theymet thegeographical
requirements associated with the use of the denomination (that is, the rules already
applicable prior to the reform). During that initial period, it is thus unlikely that the
reform led to significant déclassement as wines could continue to be marketed pursuant to
the old rules. This tolerance was formally abolished in 1942 however, which implies that
wines not meeting the more comprehensive AOC requirements could no longer claim the
appellation, even if they originated in an eligible region. It is therefore likely that the
reform ultimately resulted in the reallocation (or “reshuffling”) of some volume of wine
away from the appellation market into the ordinary wine market.

If consumers have a homogenous taste for quality, such movements from one segment
of thewinemarket to another should leave the averageprice ofwine at thedepartment level
unchanged as consumers update their valuations of ordinary and appellationwines based
on the average quality present in each market segment. In that case, the reshuffling effect
should not confound our finding that average prices increased due to AOC recognition
through an increase in the quality of AOC wines.

However, we formally show in Appendix A that if consumers are heterogenous with
respect to their taste for quality, average price could increase as a result of the déclassement
of wines alone, even if the reform has no effect on quality. In that case, we show that
welfare increases as well through a reallocation effect, as higher-quality wines are more
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selectively chosen by quality-valuing consumers. However, the relationship between the
relative increase in price and the relative increase in welfare is much less straightforward
than in the case where the price increase is due to an increase in the quality of AOC
wines. In addition, while reshuffling could cause a price increase, it could also cause a
price decrease, so the net contribution of the reshuffling effect to our overall effect remains
ambiguous.

In order to assess whether the positive and significant effect of AOC recognition on the
averagewineprice found above is driven by reshuffling, rather thanquality improvements,
we leverage additional data to assess the extent to which appellation wines were forced
into the ordinary wine market after the reform.

As indicated in Section 4.3.3, France’s Journal Officiel for the year 1936 reports the
volumes of wines declared under appellation in the year 1935, by department. We pair
these data with production data from the agricultural yearbook to construct a measure
of the volume share of wines sold under (plain) appellation right before the reform.
(We only have data for 1935, but this year, together with 1934, had historically high
shares of appellation wines because producers were trying to escape the constraints of the
new Statut Viticole applicable to ordinary wines (Capus, 1947). Therefore this approach
overestimates the share ofwines sold under appellation over the entire pre-reformperiod.)
We compare these departmental appellation shares to the departmental share of wine
production declared as AOC or plain appellation after the “double appellation” regime
ended. This information is available starting in 1942 from the agricultural yearbook.35
We then identify departments for which the share decreased by more than 5% (that is,
for instance, a share going from 40% to 37% or less), and exclude these from the sample
if the share of vineyards eligible for AOC during the post-reform years (our regressor
of interest) was nonzero.36 The idea is that in departments with AOC recognition, a
post-reform appellation share lower than the pre-reform appellation share could have
plausibly been caused by déclassement. The 5% tolerance is meant to account for variations
in volumes due to weather, as well as for the fact that the 1935 share likely overstates the
share that prevailed during the broader pre-reform period. As such, we believe that this
approach is conservative.37

Table 9 shows estimation results for two different sample periods: 1916–1955 and

35For the years 1942–1947, the volume of wine sold under plain appellation is missing. As a result, our
post-reform appellation share understates the true volume of wine sold under appellation. We exclude
fewer departments, yet obtain comparable results when computing the post-reform appellation share using
only the years 1948 and onwards.

36All departments with a decreasing share of appellation wines actually had a positive share eligible for
AOC during the post-reform years, so this second filter is not selective.

37Wealso ran regressions based on tolerance levels of either 0%or 10%. The resultswere very comparable.
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Table 9 Effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, excluding departments with
plausible reshuffling

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
1916–1955 1907–1969

Selected departments All departments Selected departments All departments
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

AOC share

0.405 0.397 0.244 0.250 0.657 0.641 0.424 0.413
(0.109) (0.112) (0.055) (0.055) (0.061) (0.062) (0.045) (0.045)
[0.138] [0.145] [0.077] [0.077] [0.087] [0.089] [0.084] [0.083]
{0.162} {0.170} {0.087} {0.087} {0.100} {0.103} {0.090} {0.090}

log(Production)×Region X X X X
log(Production−1)×Region X X X X
Observations 1,819 1,802 2,910 2,893 3,147 3,081 4,572 4,483

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years.

1907–1969. In each case, departments included in the regression are selected based on a
post-reform appellation share computed over years present in the sample, that is, 1942–
1955 or 1942–1969. For comparison purposes, the table shows coefficient estimates for
the full sample of departments over the same time periods. The decrease in sample size
once we remove departments with a decline in the appellation share indicates that our
procedure removes a sizable portion of the initial sample. Indeed, key departments are
excluded, including, for the 1916–1955 sample, the bordeaux region, most of the bourgogne
and côtes-du-rhône regions, as well as a large share of the champagne region.38 Nonetheless,
irrespective of the period considered, the estimates in Table 9 suggest that if anything, the
estimated effect is stronger when removing those departments with plausible reshuffling.
Therefore, it is unlikely that our estimated positive effect is driven by themere reallocation
of wines across market segments following the reform.

The results of Table 9 also enable us to investigate the hypothesis that the relative price
increases in AOC departments were driven by the sorting of wines along departmental
boundaries, rather than by quality improvements. Indeed, if some departments were
denied the use of an appellation to the benefit of others, so that the reform merely served
to signal pre-existing quality differences across departments, then we would expect that
excluding departments with decreasing appellation share would reduce the estimated
effect of eligibility on price. Our results do not support this hypothesis, and instead
give credence to the interpretation that the relative price increase was driven by quality

38Fewer departments are excluded when looking at the longer time period as the share of wines sold
under AOC increased over time. We exclude departments located in the cognac and armagnac areas from the
regressions reported in columns (1), (2), (5), and (6). See footnote 34.
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Figure 8 Summary of estimates of the AOC share effect

Note: Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals based on department-clustered standard errors. The
preferred model is highlighted in black.

improvements for eligible wines.

4.3.5 Summary of estimated price effects

Our finding that the AOC reform increased wine prices in treated departments is robust
to close to 50 variations of the baseline model. Figure 8 provides a visual summary of the
various estimates of the effect of the AOC share on the departmental wine price discussed
above and in Appendices D and E. Our preferred estimate, which implies an effect of full
recognition of 42%, is highlighted in black.

5 Costs and welfare effects

At the end of our study period, the overall share of vineyards eligible for at least one
AOC was 32% across all French departments. Together with an estimated effect of AOC
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recognition of 42%, this figure implies a relative increase inmarket value of about 13%. As
explained in Section 2, the (absolute) increase inmarket value underestimates the increase
in gross welfare if consumer preferences for quality are heterogenous.

To obtain a lower bound of the effet of the reform on net economic welfare, one must
further estimate the opportunity costs of quality provision, that is, the conversion costs
for vineyards claiming and AOC after the reform. We rely on a revealed-preference ap-
proach to estimate these costs. Specifically, we regress the AOC conversion rate, defined
as the share of eligible acreage used for AOC production (available at the national level
for selected years), on an estimate of the yearly price premium. To address price en-
dogeneity, we exploit variation in national income, notably its rise after WWII amidst
reconstruction efforts andmassive industrialization, in order to identify the supply curve.
Integrating below the supply curve then yields our cost estimate. Because our price re-
gressor is estimated, we resort to a model-based bootstrap for statistical inference. While
this estimation is conducted on few data points, with sufficient structure and appropriate
inference it provides relevant information on the size of the conversion cost.

The AOC conversion rate in year t, denoted κt , is constructed using ancillary data on
AOC acreage reported by the INAO at the national level for the years 1948–1969 (INAO,
1978) and shown in Figure 3. The yearly conversion rate is the observed AOC acreage
divided by the eligible AOC acreage at the national level. Our regressor is a time-varying
measure of the AOC price premium estimated from our panel data by allowing the
coefficient β in Equation (3) to vary flexibly by year. Using the notation of Section 2, the
average price can be written as:

pm � p0 + s1(p1 − p0) + σ2κδy (p2 − p1).

Letting the treatment effect vary by year, our empirical model estimates a family of coef-
ficients β̂t �

(
∂ log pm
∂σ2

)
t
�

κtδyt (p2−p1) t
pmt

�
s2t
σ2t

(p2−p1) t
pmt

. We can then recover the yearly AOC
premium as:

π̂t ≡
̂(

p2 − p1
)

t � β̂t
σ2t

s2t
pmt .

The national-level variables pmt and σ2t are readily computed using departmental-level
information. In addition, between the years 1942 and 1969 (except in 1948 and 1950), the
agricultural yearbook reports the volume of AOC wines produced in each department.
This allowsus to compute thevolume share s2t , and thus π̂t .39 Because theAOCconversion
rate is only available starting in 1948, price data is missing for 1949, and the AOC volume

39Because we estimate our panel regression on the set of 63 departments without missing data, we also
compute pmt , σ2t , and s2t on this same set of departments.
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Figure 9 AOC premium relative to the average price

Note: The densities are computed using bootstrap estimates of the relative premium π̂t
pmt

. We resort to a
model-based bootstrap allowing for serial correlation within a department. First, we estimate βt on the
sample of 63 departments without missing data. Then, we conduct the two following steps N = 10,000
times: 1) resampling the 63 series of correlated residuals with replacement, and 2) estimating the series of
βt and πt . The average of the estimates of π̂t

pmt
across the years 1951–1969 is 1.63.

data ismissing for the years 1948 and1950,we estimate a single coefficient for the treatment
years 1937–1950, and individual coefficients afterwards. Figure 9 shows the bootstrap
density of the resulting yearly estimators, expressed relative to the yearly average price.
Over the period 1951–1969, the ratio of the price premium to the average wine price
averaged 1.63, suggesting a significant appreciation for wines claiming an AOC.

Having obtained an estimate of the price premium π̂t , we run the following regression,

log(κt ) � α + βκ log(π̂t ) + νt ,

instrumenting the logarithmof the price premiumwith the logarithmof per capita income.
The coefficient βκ gives an estimate of the elasticity of supply of AOCwine with respect to
the price premium. The need for an instrument arises for two main reasons. First, κt and
πt are simultaneously determined by supply and demand conditions in year t. We thus
expect simultaneity bias in theOLS estimator. Second, the regressor πt is not observed but
estimated, which may cause attenuation bias. Both effects would cause the OLS estimator
to be biased downward. As should be clear from Table 7, per capita income appears to
be an essential driver of the average wine price during the period of investigation. This
is not surprising, as wine consumption was quite high at the time (about 130 liters/year
per capita during the 1950s according to ancillary data (Brousse, 1959; Piketty, 2001),
compared to about 50 liters/year today), and it is reasonable to assume that as consumers
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get wealthier, their willingness to pay for higher-quality wine increases. The identifying
assumption is that income per capita only affects the AOC conversion rate through its
effect on the price premium. Even if this assumption is violated, we expect any direct
effect of per capita income on the conversion rate to be positive, because as producers get
wealthier they are better able to invest in quality, for instance by replanting their vineyards
with approved grape varietals. In that case, the instrumental variable estimate of βκwould
be biased upwards, so that the true elasticity is bounded below by the OLS estimate and
above by the IV estimate.40

Assuming a constant-elasticity relationship κt � Cπβκt for some constant C > 0, the
supply of AOC wine also has the constant elasticity form (with the same elasticity),
ignoring any effect at the extensive margin (see Section 4.3.4). A notable property of this
constant-elasticity supply function is that the ratio of the area below the supply curve
(that is, opportunity costs) to the value of the product at any quantity is simply equal to
βκ
βκ+1 . The value of the product is the price premiummultiplied by the AOC quantity, that
is, what we have called the change in market value ∆MV. The opportunity costs are the
conversion costs ∆C. Denoting ∆W the change in net welfare, we thus have:

∆W
MV ≥

∆MV
MV −

∆C
MV �

∆MV
MV

(
1 − ∆C
∆MV

)
�
∆MV
MV

(
1 −

βκ
βκ + 1

)
≥
∆MV
MV

(
1 −

βIVκ
βIVκ + 1

)
.

where the first inequality is explained by the fact that ∆MV ignores the increase in utility
for infra-marginal buyers of AOCwine, and the second inequality is explained by the fact
that βIVκ either overestimates βκ, or is consistent for it.

Table 10 reports our OLS and IV estimates of βκ, along with bootstrap confidence
intervals, for specifications that allow for various lags in the response of the conversion
rate to the price premium. The choice of lag does not matter much for the estimate of the
ratio βκ

βκ+1 . However, the OLS and IV estimates are different, with the OLS estimate being
smaller and not always statistically significant. The IV estimate lies between 0.425 and
0.470 and is statistically significant at the 5% level. Using the most conservative estimate
of βκ

βκ+1 leads to a lower bound of the net welfare effect of about 7% of total market value.

40The probability limit of the IV estimate is βIVκ � βκ +
σzν
σπ̂z

, where σzν is the covariance between the
instrument and the error term, and σπ̂z is the covariance between the regressor and the instrument. Our
first stage confirms that σπ̂z > 0, so that if σzν > 0, βIVκ > βκ.

40
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Table 10 Supply-side estimates

Dep. var.: log conversion rate
(1) (2) (3)

βOLS
κ

0.216 0.164 0.142
[0.042, 0.268] [-0.016, 0.229] [-0.020, 0.212]

βIVκ
0.738 0.826 0.886

[0.356, 2.264] [0.341, 3.805] [0.320, 3.524]

First stage 0.727 0.636 0.677
[0.227, 1.490] [0.102, 1.440] [0.117, 1.546]

βOLS
κ

βOLS
κ +1

0.178 0.141 0.124
[0.041, 0.212] [-0.016, 0.186] [-0.021, 0.175]

βIVκ
βIVκ +1

0.425 0.452 0.470
[0.265, 0.702] [0.267, 0.837] [0.255, 0.818]

Lag on π̂t 0 1 2
Observations 19 18 17

Note: The main estimates are obtained by conducting the procedure on the raw data. For inference, we use
a model-based bootstrap allowing for serial correlation within a department. We first estimate βt on the
sample of 63 departments without missing data. Then, we conduct the following steps N = 10,000 times: 1)
resampling the 63 series of correlated residuals with replacement; 2) estimating the series of βt and πt ; 3)
obtaining the OLS and the IV estimates of βκ. []: confidence interval composed of the 0.025% quantile and
the 0.975% quantile of the N bootstrap estimates. A bootstrap Hausman test rejects the exogeneity
assumption at the 1% level.
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6 Conclusion

This article provides empirical evidence suggesting that the quality of French wines sold
under appellation prior to a pioneering 1935 law was below the social optimum, and that
the reform allowed producers to profitably adopt quality-enhancing practices. Using a
panel approach with fixed effects, we estimate that the average wine price increased by
42% in departments whose vineyards became eligible for AOC recognition.

In order to interpret this remarkable appreciation as stemming from an increase in
wine quality, we rule out that AOC recognition negatively affected the quantity of wine
produced in treated departments. We then show that the reshuffling of previous appel-
lation wines towards the ordinary wine market did not contribute to the observed price
increase. In the end, the most parsimonious explanation for the large and significant
price increase in treated departments is that the reform had the intended effect, that is,
it provided incentives to atomistic producers to supply costly quality that was ultimately
valued by consumers.

Although treated departments are different from control departments in the sense that
they benefit from natural factors that are conducive to producing higher-quality wine,
we provide several arguments in support of the counterfactual comparability assumption
necessary for a causal interpretation of our estimated price effect. First, we show that
eventual AOC status was uncorrelated with price patterns during the pre-reform period.
Second, we show that exploiting only the period after the first wave of AOC recognitions
leads to a comparable estimate. So does exploiting only the intensive margin of AOC
eligibility. Finally, we show that the large estimated effect of AOC eligibility on price does
not merely reflect the differential impact of rising post-war incomes on the prices of wines
originating in historically famous locations.

Ignoring the costs of supplying higher quality, our price estimate implies that welfare
increased by at least 13% in the French wine market due to the AOC reform. Accounting
for these costs leads to a lower bound on the net welfare effect equal to 7% of market
value. These estimated effects are consistent with the existence of a lemons-type market
failure prior to the reform and resonate well with historical accounts of widespread abuse
in the appellation wine market during the first decades of the 20th century, as recounted
for instance by Capus (1947) in a way reminiscent of the market unraveling phenomenon
familiar to economists:

One should remain aware of the extraordinary anarchy that prevailed before 1935 [in
the appellation wine market]: no discipline, no organization to speak of, but instead
a tendency toward carelessness, encouraged by the demagogy of many an elected
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official. Inferior wines were given a real advantage by being allowed to compete
alongside high-quality wines; this confusion led to the depreciation of the latter and
the discouragement of their producers, who were poorly rewarded for their efforts to
maintain quality.
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For Online Publication: Appendix

A Model with exogenous quality

A competing explanation as to why the average price rises after the reform (besides an
increase in quality) is that the quantity of wine sold under appellation decreases as some
wines are subject to déclassement (keeping constant the total quantity ofwine sold). Indeed,
wines previously sold under an appellation that did not meet the requirements for the
AOC had to be sold either under a less prestigious appellation, if available, or as ordinary
wine. If large quantities of wines previously sold under appellation were redirected to
the ordinary wine market due to the reform, the average price could change without any
change in quality.

Here we thus assume that wine quality (and quantity) are fixed. We denote by µ0 � 0
the quality of ordinary wines, and by µ1 the intrinsic quality of “true” appellation wines.
The share of true appellation wines is s1, but some of the ordinary wine is sold under
appellation. The share of wine sold under appellation is thus s2 > s1. Therefore, the
average quality of appellation wine is µ̄1 �

µ1s1+µ0(s2−s1)
s2

�
µ1s1

s2
. We assume the reform

reduces the share of appellation wines by removing some of the low-quality wine from
the appellation and forcing it to be sold as ordinary wine (its true quality).

At a market equilibrium, it must be that p0 � ū so that low-θ consumers are indifferent
between consuming ordinary wine and consuming nothing. In addition, the index of
the consumer who is indifferent between ordinary and appellation wine must satisfy
ū − p0 � ū + θ̃µ̄1 − p1, which implies that p1 � ū + θ̃

µ1s1
s2

. Market-clearing further implies
that M

∫ 1
θ̃

dF(θ) � Qs2, which implicitly defines θ̃ as a function of s2. The average price
of wine is then

pm � p0(1 − s2) + p1s2

� ū + µ1s1θ̃(s2).

It is clear that θ̃ decreases with s2, so if the reform decreases s2 to s′2 < s2, we would
expect θ̃ to increase and the average price to increase. Note that this result critically de-
pends on the presence of consumer heterogeneity: if all consumers are the same andwine
quality does not change, then average price (and welfare) do not change in equilibrium,
even if there is a redistribution of volumes towards the ordinary wine category. Let us
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now show that welfare also increases (in this case there is no reason to distinguish gross
from net welfare as we assume away any quality enhancement). Denoting by θ̃′ the index
of the indifferent consumer after the reform, we have

∆W � −M
∫ θ̃′

θ̃
θ
µ1s1

s2
dF(θ) + M

∫ 1

θ̃′
θµ1s1

(
1
s′2
−

1
s2

)
dF(θ)

� Qµ1s1



∫ 1
θ̃′
θdF(θ)∫ 1

θ̃′
dF(θ)

−

∫ 1
θ̃
θdF(θ)∫ 1

θ̃
dF(θ)


> 0

while the change in price is simply ∆pm � µ1s1
(
θ̃′ − θ̃

)
> 0. Therefore, in this case both

price and welfare increase. But without further restrictions on the cumulative density
function F(θ), it is not possible to determine whether the observed relative price increase
attributable to the reform under- or -overstates the associated change in welfare, although
both have the same sign. Also note that the only source of the welfare increase here is
allocative efficiency as lower-quality (ordinary) wine is being redirected towards low-θ
consumers.

Of course, the reason behind the welfare increase here is that the reform is able to sort
out low-quality wine from the appellation market and redirect it to the ordinary wine
market, so information improves. What if instead the reform arbitrarily redirects high-
quality wine towards the ordinary wine market? To investigate this scenario, we now
assume that before the reform s2 � s1 but after the reform s′2 < s1, that is, only a portion of
the high-quality wine has a right to the appellation. Average quality in the ordinary wine
market is µ0 � 0 before the reform and µ̄0 �

µ0(1−s1)+µ1(s1−s′2)
1−s′2

�
µ1(s1−s′2)

1−s′2
after the reform.

Market-clearing in thewinemarket determines the tasteparameter of the lowest-θwine
consumer, θ, through the equality M

∫ 1
θ

dF(θ) � Q. Market-clearing in the appellation
market determines the taste parameter of the consumer indifferent between ordinary and
appellation wine: M

∫ 1
θ̃

dF(θ) � Qs1, and similarly after the reform: M
∫ 1
θ̃′

dF(θ) � Qs′2,
so that θ̃′ > θ̃. Consumerswith taste parameter above θ̃′ are consuminghigh-qualitywine
before and after the reform. Consumers with taste parameter between θ̃ and θ̃′ switch
from high-quality wine to a mixture or low- and high-quality wine of quality µ̄0. Low-θ
wine consumers switch from low-quality wine to that same wine mixture. Therefore, the
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effect on net welfare is

∆W � M
∫ θ̃

θ
θ
µ1(s1 − s′2)

1 − s′2
dF(θ) −M

∫ θ̃′

θ̃
θµ1

(
1 −

s1 − s′2
1 − s′2

)
dF(θ)

� Qµ1(s1 − s′2)



∫ θ̃′

θ
θdF(θ)∫ θ̃′

θ
dF(θ)

−

∫ θ̃′

θ̃
θdF(θ)∫ θ̃′

θ̃
dF(θ)


< 0

so thatwelfare decreases. It is possible (though not necessary) that average price decreases
as well. For instance, if the distribution of the taste parameter is assumed to be uniform,
then it is easy to show that ∆pm � −

Q
M (s1 − s′2)(1− s1) < 0. For an example where average

price increases, consider the case where the density of θ is given by f (θ) � θ0.1(1−θ)0.1∫ 1
0 θ

0.1(1−θ)0.1dθ
,

Q
M � 0.99, s1 � 0.5, and s′2 � 0.4.

B Example of AOC decree

Figure B.1 The côtes du rhône decree

MINISTERE DE L'AGRICULTURE

Définition de l'appellation contrôlée
« Côtes du Rhône ».

Le Président de la République française,
Vu la loi du 1er août 1905 sur la répres-

sion des fraudes;
Vu la loi du 6 mai 1919 sur la protection

des appellations d'origine, modifiée par la
loi du 22 juillet 1927;

Vu les articles 20 et suivants du décret-
loi du 30 juillet 1935 sur la défense du
marché des vins et le régime économique
de l'alcool;

Vu le décret du 18 septembre 1935, fixant
la composition du comité national des ap-
pellations d'origine des vins et eaux-de-
vie;

Vu les deux décrets du 27 novembre
1935, le premier portant modification de.
l'article 3 du décret du 18 septembre 1935
sur la constitution du comité national des
appellations d'origine; le second nommant
plusieurs nouveaux membres dans le co-
mité national des appellations d'origine;

Vu le décret du 20 décembre 1935;
Vu le décret du 11 mars 1936;
Vu la délibération du comité national

des appellations d'origine, en date du
10 mars 1937;

Sur la proposition du ministre de l'agri-
culture,

Décrète:
Art. 1er. — Seuls ont droit à l'appella-

tion contrôlée « Côtes du Rhône» les vins
qui, répondant aux conditions ci-après
énumérées, ont été récollés à l'intérieur
du territoire administratif ci-dessous dési-
gné, dans les communes, parties de com-
munes ou parcelles ayant fait la preuve
de l'usage local, loyal et constant de l'ap-
pellation, à l'exclusion de tous les terrains
lie piaine et tous les terrains d'alluvions
modernes:

DÉPARTEMENT DU nHÔNE

Communes d'Ampuis, Tupin, Condrieu.

DÉPARTEMENT DE LA LOIRE

Communes de Vérin, Saint-Michel, Cha-
vanay, Mallevai, Saint-Pierre-de-Bœuf.

DÉPARTEMENT DE L'ARDÈCHE

Les communes de: Limony, Gharnas,
Félines, Serrières, Saint-Désirat, Saint-
Etienne, Andance, Sarras, Ozon, Arras,
Sécheras, Vion, Lemps, Saint-Jean-de-Mu-
zols, Tournon, Mauves, Glun, Château-
bourg, Cornas, Saint-Peray, Guilherand,
Toulaud, la Voulte, Saint-Julien-en-Saint-
'Alban, Saint-Marcel-d'Ardèclie, Saint-Just-
d'Ardèche, Saint-Martin-d'Ardèche, Bourg-
Saint-Andéol.

DÉPARTEMENT DE LA DRÔME

Les communes de: Saint-Uze, Serves,
Erôme, Larnage, Crozes-Hermitage, Tain-
l'Hermitage, Mercurol, Chanos - Curzon,
Bcaumont - Monteux, la Roche-de-.Glun,

Pont-de-l'Isère, Livron, Bouchet, Suze-la-
Rousse, Rochegude, Vinsobres, Taulignan,
Tulette.

DÉPARTEMENT DU GARD

Arrondissementd'Uzès.
Canton de Mont-Saint-Esprit.

Communes de Pont-Saint-Esprit, Saint-
Alexandre.

Canton de BagnoIs,
Communes de Saint-Michel-d'Euzet,

Saint-Nazaire, Yénéjean, Saint-Etienne-des-
Sorts, Saint-Gervais, Bagnols, Chusclan,
Orsan, Codolet, Tresques.

Canton de Roquemaure.
Communes de Laudun, Gaujac, Saint-

Victor-la-Coste, Saint-Laurent-des-Arbres,
Saint-Genies-de-Comolas, Roquemaure, Li-
rac, Sauveterrc, Tavel.

Canton de Villeneuve-les-Avignon.
Communes de Pujaut, Rochefort, Ville-

neuve-les-Avignon, Saze.

Arrondissement de Nîmes.

Canton d'Aramon.
Communes d'Estézargues, Domazan,

Montfrin.

DÉPARTEMENT DU VAUCLUSE

Arrondissementd'Avignon.

Canton de Valréas.
Communes de Valréas, Visan.

Canton de Bollène.
Communes de Bollène, la Garde-Paréol,

Sainte-Cécile-des-Vignes.

Canton d'Orange.
Communes d'Uchaux, Sérignan, Piolenc,

Orange, Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Joncquières,
Camaret, Travainan, Violés.

Arrondiscment de Carpentras,

Canton de Vaison.

Communes de Villedieu, Buisson, Vai-
son, Roaix, Saint-Romari-de-Mallegarde,
Cairanne, le Rasteau, Séguret.

Canton de Beaume-les-Venise.
Communes de Sablet, Gigondas, Vac.

quéras.

Canton de Carpentras.
Commune de Sarrians.

Arrondissementd'Avignon.

Canton deDédarrides.
Communes de Courtliézon, Bédarrides,

Védènes, Moncre.5, Châteauneuf-de-Gada-
gne, Caumont.

Canton d'Isle-sur-Sorgue.
Communes de Morgues, Saint-Saturnin,

Jonquerette.
Les experts désignés par le comité direc-

teur du comité national des appellations
d'origine délimiteront l'aire deproduction

jut--
ainsi définie et en

reporteron.slj?3-in»"-surleplancadastraldesconnulésées.
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de ces plans srr~
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Art.5 - Les 'gnes Produi~ant le vin
aritLes vignes produisant le vinCfroit 1aPPeUation contrôléeU RhODe

» devront être tailléescr»n#°'r&iÉmem'»J,îxf^les
édictées pourles

ùaoslaIons,COntrôlées

locales comprises
ans

la régIOn considérée.Art. 6
submersion est interdite.

arr^agc- La -submersion est interdite.l'esse
p
gÍ'.n'e"t toléré qu'en cas de séche-*0^ePersisfatnîl6-

et, dans ce dernier cas,
liméà

deux fois seulement par récolte. 1

Art. 7. — La vinification devra être con-
forme aux usages locaux. Toute opération
d'enrichissement (chaptalisation, concen-
tration, etc.), même pratiquée dans les
limites légales, est interdite. Néanmoins,
les vins récoltés dans les départements du
Rhône, de la Loire et de la Drôme, à l'ex-
ception du canton de Saint-Paul-Trois-Châ-
teaux, et à la condition qu'ils soient dé-
clarés, offerts au public, mis en vente ou
vendus respectivement sous les appella-
lions:

« Côtes du Rhône-Rhône »;
« Côtes du Rhône-Loire M;
cc Côtes du Rhône-Drôme »,

pourront utiliser les méthodes d'enrichisse-
ment légales.

Art. 8. — Les vins pour lesquels, aux
termes du présent -décret, sera revendiquée
l'appellation contrôlée « Côtes du Rhône »
ne pourront être déclarés, après la récolte,
offerts au public, expédiés, mis en vente
ou vendus, sans que dans la déclaration
de récolte, dans les annonces, sur les
prospectus, étiquettes, récipients quelcon-
ques, l'appellation d'origine susvisée soit
accompagnée de la mention « Appellation
contrôlée » en caractères très apparents.

Art. 9. — L'emploi de toute indication
ou de tout signe susceptible de faire croire

à 1acheteur qu'un vin a droit à l'appella-
tion contrôlée a Côtes du Rhône », alors
qu'il ne répond pas à toutes les conditions
fixées par le présent décret, sera poursuivi
conformément à la législation générale surles fraudes et sur la protection des appella-
tions d'origine (art. 1er et 2 de la loi du
1" août 1905; art, 8 de la loi du 6 mai
1919; art. 13 du décret du 19 août 1921),
sans préjudice des sanctions d'ordre fiscal,
s'il y a lieu.

Art. 10. — Le ministre de l'agriculture
est chargé de l'exécution du présent décret,
qui sera inséré au Journal officiel de la
République française.

Fait à Paris, le 19 novembre 1937.

ALBERT LEBRUN.

Par le Président de la République:
Le ministre de l'agriculture,

GEORGES MONNET.

*0*.

Eaux et forêts,

Pararrêté en date du 9 novembre 1037,les
affectations des préposés des eaux et forêts
dont les noms suivent sont modifiées confor-
mément aux indications du tableau ci-après,
sans changement de classe ni de grade:

ftOUVEUE AFfECTATIQN

noms jGRADE
RÉSIDENCE ACTUELLE

NNummééros
inspection Conserva- OBSERVATIONSGRADK RESIDENCE ACTUELLE

Résidence. de Tlage Inspedion Cou-erva- OBSERVATIONII ou on caBtoDDemeot. tion.debrigade.
tandais -Un<3als

I Garde4 Rambouillet, maison fo-Fourqueux, maison fo- 10 V-ersailles.,. ire Sur sa demande..
"-e f restière de la porte restière de la porteLef,0"

des Chartreux. de Fourqueux..", - Saint-Maxim,e, maison Saint-Geronain-en-Laye, 8 Versailles 1re Idem.
off.

— Saint-Maxime,d'IIauteri-
maison forestière deI forestière d'Hauteri- maison forestière dei~t.. ves (Eure-et-Loir). laperte des Petrons«élis».r®
(Seine-et-Oise). 4

I—Pontcarré,maisonfo-Meudon,
maison fores- 5 Ve.rsames. 1" Idem.

'Jrestière des Trois- iièré de ia porte Dau- jI Mares (Seine-et- phine (Seine-et- j
Ollrt Marne). Oise). if

',!,
- Seichebrières, maison Vitry-aux-Loges,mai* 17 Orl-éans..,., 1" Idem.

Duval forestière de Bouil- son forestière de lala-nte. Vallée.. r
•)Gambaiseuil,maisonR«mbouillet,

maison 15 Rambouillet.,.. ire Idem.Mnfln 1 forestière du Boc- forestière des Eveu- Il

quet ses, 1- La Londe, maison fo-Waltcville, maison fo- 6 Rouen-Nord 2* Idem. "j
AIUlIer J restière du Bosgouët. restière de Sainte- *Croix-^r-Aizier.. jkI - Naïves-en- Bloisdu-Bose, 8 Dieppe 2* Idem.

(Meuse). maison forestière deharnp
Saint-Martin (Seine- i'

~rrne Inférieure).
upagne

"-',- Villiers-le-Duc, maison Villiers-le-Duc. maison 21 Châtillon., 3« Idem* :.-arent forestière de Burlot. forestière du Trem- !,

0 blois.*»utiG(.I - Waviile Moyeuvre, maison fo- 3 Briey 40 Idem. »
hutte :" restière de Froid-Cul. J

;
Cuvuuiier./••••••Brigadier.Chamonix-Mont-rilanc..

Tiionon-les-Bains 3 TlwnotJ-Est. 58 Idem. ,I Garde. Compiègne, maison fo-Compiègne, maison fo- 7 C-ompiègne.,. T Idem. t
A„Ierj. restière des Vineux, restière de la Croix- r :

l,
Saint-SJgne. , :ltenilU" ,,.,. - Bar-sur-Aube.,. Bayle, maison fores- 26 Troyes8* Idem. i» f-'\,
tièredesCharmelles. i.>

- Belmont-sur-Vair La Croix-aux-Mines, 18 Saint-Dié-Sud 98 Idem. 1
JUlie maison forestière du

Il Gros-Rein.f.,.. Brigadier. Petite-Raon, maison fo-Moussey,maison fores- 5 Salnt-Dié-.Nord 9" Idem.
i

ftaS
restièreBelval. tière de MaJpré. tVannt-i°*n•i••»-

Garde. Réallon Risoul 0 Embrun ID@ Idem î

v.
11011i

— Cusy (Haute-Savoie)., fionnieux (Vaucluse)..
21

Avignon "h"', 11. Idem'
uïixi Brigadier.Saint-Agnan-en-Ver-Buis-les-Baronnies—5Montélimar

n. Idem.*•••cors-[
, ,•

lf Garde. Léoncel, maison soi-t-s-- 1 ~ntetimar. il* Idem.
!1i

hj.^ilie» tière del'EchaiHon.forestière de Saint--3ly ;Moirans. ! 1* - Lachau Rémuzat 22 Oie 11- Iânm- Eviilers ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Baumc-les-Danies 9
jRJ)eiesançon-Est

î2« i
Idem

Ounans
jMontbarrey ", 2o JDôle-SudIdem.i.,. -¿41'
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C Construction of the eligible shares

Here, we explain in detail how we construct our measure of AOC eligibility at the depart-
ment level. Formally, denote by i a department, by m a municipality, by t a year, by l an
AOC, and by p a one-hectare pixel. Let us further denote:

1l
mt �




1 if municipality m is eligible for AOC l per regulation in force in year t
0 otherwise

1l
p �




1 if AOC l is not covered by the 2019 INAO map
or if pixel p belongs to AOC l per the 2019 INAO map
or if pixel p belongs to a municipality m not eligible for AOC l
per the 2019 INAO map

0 otherwise

1p �




1 if pixel p was grown in vineyards in 1990, 2000, 2006, 2012, or 2018
0 otherwise

.

Given thatwe start counting recognition in the year following anAOCdecree, the indicator
1l

mt equals zero from 1907 until the year in which a decree for AOC l is enacted that
includes municipality m as eligible, and one thereafter. If m is excluded from that AOC
by a modifying decree enacted during the sample period, the change is assumed to take
place the year following the publication of the modifying decree.

Denoting by m(p) the municipality to which pixel p belongs, we also define Npt �∑
l 1

l
m(p)t1

l
p1p as the number of distinct AOCs for which pixel p was eligible in year t.41

Denoting by Σis the area in vineyards (under production or not) in department i in year s
and by P(i) the set of pixels in department i, we construct our main regressor as

sk
it ≡

∑
p∈P(i) 1Npt≥k

maxs Σis

which indicates the share of department i’s vineyards eligible for k or more AOCs as of
year t. Our main set of regressions only use s1

it , the share of vineyards eligible for at least
one AOC, but in Appendix E we also consider sk

it , k � 3, 5, in order to investigate whether

41In doing so, we consider different denominationswithin the same AOC as different AOCs. For instance,
the original denomination pommard created in 1936 and themore prestigious denomination pommard premier
cru created in 1943 belong, strictly speaking, to the same appellation pommard. But since they have different
production requirements, we count them as two distinct AOCs. We do not double-count AOCs recognizing
different colors of wine. For instance, if a parcel is eligible for producing both red and white AOC wine,
we only count one AOC, the idea being that a given wine can only be sold under one color. As a result, the
multiplicity of AOCs for a given parcel arises solely from the hierarchical structure of the AOC system.
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prices are influenced by the number of AOCs that an area can claim. For five departments
largely covered by broad regional AOCs, our proxy of the acreage eligible for at least one
AOC eventually becomes greater than the maximum area in vineyards over the sample
period.42 In these cases, we set the share of eligible acreage equal to one.

Lastly, we verify that our proxy is consistent with the AOC production data reported
in the Statistique agricole annuelle from 1942 onwards. For three departments, we find the
share of eligible acreage to be unreasonably small relative to the share of AOC production.
We correct these shares using ancillary data on current AOC acreage reported in the 2010
edition of the French wine guide Guide Hachette.43 Conversely, four departments have a
nonzero eligible acreage yet report zero AOC wine production. We can rationalize these
discrepancies, however. Three of them are only eligible for the brandy AOCs cognac and
armagnac, for which the corresponding wine production is not reported as AOC (perhaps
because the AOC is granted to the final liqueur but not to the wine itself). The fourth one
is Haute-Marne, where only two municipalities are eligible for the AOC champagne. AOC
production in this department was thus either very small and neglected in the reports, or
reported in an adjacent department.
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Table D.1 Effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, 1911–1960

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.282 0.307 0.304 0.303 0.300 0.298
(0.050) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052)
[0.076] [0.078] [0.080] [0.079] [0.080] [0.082]
{0.082} {0.088} {0.090} {0.089} {0.090} {0.092}

log(Production)

-0.070 -0.069

– – – –(0.011) (0.013)
[0.014] [0.016]
{0.015} {0.017}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.042

– – –(0.013)
[0.016]
{0.017}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X X
Observations 3,644 3,644 3,627 3,644 3,627 3,644

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.
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Table D.2 Effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine, 1921–1950

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.222 0.209 0.207 0.189 0.195 0.201
(0.066) (0.068) (0.067) (0.067) (0.066) (0.067)
[0.071] [0.081] [0.083] [0.083] [0.084] [0.082]
{0.078} {0.093} {0.094} {0.094} {0.095} {0.094}

log(Production)

-0.069 -0.068

– – – –(0.017) (0.020)
[0.019] [0.025]
{0.021} {0.026}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.024

– – –(0.019)
[0.023]
{0.025}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X X
Observations 2,172 2,172 2,164 2,172 2,164 2,172

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.

D Robustness checks

D.1 Results with a shorter time window

D.2 Other robustness checks

Tables D.3 and D.4 provide results for samples that exclude selected years or selected
departments. Table D.3 investigates the robustness of our estimated effects to the removal

42These departments are Aisne, Aube, Charente, Gironde, and Marne.
43Specifically, our algorithm yields an eligible acreage share equal to zero in Ain and Haute-Savoie,

although both departments report a small AOC production. This is because the AOC seyssel, which has
eligible parcels in these departments, has no pixel planted in vineyards in the land use data. For Pyrénées-
Atlantiques, our algorithm attributes a share of eligible acreage more than three times smaller than the
share of AOC production. One possibility is that AOC yields are three times larger than non-AOC yields
in that department (and even more if not all eligible producers comply), which is doubtful. A more
likely explanation is that the AOC jurançon has too few planted pixels in the land cover data (only 1% of the
eligible pixels are reported as planted in vines). Since seyssel and jurançon are still produced in non-negligible
volumes today, the land use data clearly fails to identify all pixels in vines in the regions covered by these
appellations, perhaps due to their relatively high altitude and the declivity of the terrain. Hence, we use the
average cultivated acreage reported in the wine guide, which leads to shares of eligible acreage (respectively
0.3, 1.1 and 9.3% for Ain, Haute-Savoie, and Pyrénées-Atlantiques) that are in line with the average shares of
AOC production (respectively 0.3, 3.8, and 6.0%) over the available years. An alternative correction strategy
is to consider all eligible pixels in the INAO maps as being planted, which leads to qualitatively identical
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Table D.3 Other robustness checks, selected years

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
w/o 1940–45 w/o 1945–46 w/o 1941–1947
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share

0.479 0.460 0.403 0.392 0.450 0.436
(0.047) (0.046) (0.045) (0.045) (0.048) (0.048)
[0.099] [0.099] [0.084] [0.084] [0.100] [0.100]
{0.105} {0.105} {0.091} {0.091} {0.107} {0.107}

log(Prod)×Region X X X
log(Prod−1)×Region X X X
Observations 4,133 4,049 4,420 4,334 4,054 3,970

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years.

of (i) the German occupation years 1940–1945, (ii) the post-war years 1945–1946, during
which there was a sharp increase in wine prices in AOC departments (e.g., Gironde),
and (iii) the years 1941–1947, during which ordinary wines as well as certain AOC wines
were subject to administered prices (a regime known as taxation) and requisition.44 Table
D.4 shows results for samples that exclude (i) the four departments of the champagne
appellation, which had production requirements enacted (without official control) as soon
as 1927, and (ii) Gironde, the department where bordeauxwines are exclusively produced
and the home department of Joseph Capus, the assemblyman who promoted the 1935
law.

Results obtained when removing selected years are in line with those for the full
sample, irrespective of the window of time omitted from the sample.

Results without champagne departments make sense to us. Unlike other appellations,
champagne does not have sub-regional appellations, therefore the vast majority of eligible
vineyards are only eligible for one appellation, champagne. Despite this fact, champagne
is perhaps the most prestigious of all wine appellations and the one that commands
the highest prices per hectoliter. To the extent that champagne wine benefited relatively
more than other appellations from AOC recognition, which is plausible, this effect would

regression estimates. Our results also holdwhen using the data without any correction andwhen excluding
these three departments. Finally, Isère, a department located in the Alps, reports an infinitesimal AOCwine
production, however we failed to find any official AOC in use in this department. Our results are robust to
the exclusion of that department.

44Taxation lasted after the liberation and ended with a decree of 4 September 1947, see Milhau (1949) and
Humbert (2011).
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Table D.4 Other robustness checks, selected departments

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
w/o champagne dpts. w/o Gironde
(1) (2) (3) (4)

AOC share

0.293 0.283 0.455 0.441
(0.037) (0.037) (0.047) (0.047)
[0.080] [0.081] [0.087] [0.087]
{0.083} {0.084} {0.094} {0.094}

log(Production)×Region X X
log(Production−1)×Region X X
Observations 4,324 4,239 4,510 4,422

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years.

entirely be captured by the AOC eligibility share capturing the first layer of recognition,
s1

it . Including champagne departments in estimation would then tend to pull the estimate
on the AOC eligible share towards a slightly higher value than when these departments
are omitted.

Finally, resultswithout bordeauxwines are very similar to the results for the full sample,
suggesting that the reform was effective at promoting quality well outside of Gironde.

E Heterogeneity analysis

E.1 Heterogeneity across time

We would expect that the new regulatory apparatus introduced by the 1935 reform took
some time to generate discernable effects on the French wine market. Such expectation
is grounded on both supply-side and demand-side considerations. First, some of the
production requirements introduced in AOC decrees could have required sizable up-
front investments, notably grape varietal requirements for vineyards that were previously
planted in unapproved varieties. In addition, tasting requirements for wines marketed
under AOC were introduced very gradually, beginning in 1946 (Humbert, 2011). Both
features would imply a lag between initial AOC recognition and the actual increase in
wine quality. Second, even if producers were able to rapidly increase quality, it could have
taken time for consumers to update their beliefs as wine quality is subject to the vagaries
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Table E.5 Time-varying effect of the AOC eligible share on the real price of wine

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

AOC share

0.035 0.036 0.035 0.034 0.036
(0.064) (0.062) (0.062) (0.060) (0.061)
[0.060] [0.068] [0.069] [0.068] [0.069]
{0.066} {0.076} {0.078} {0.076} {0.077}

AOC share×(t-1937)

0.022 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
[0.005] [0.005] [0.005] [0.005] [0.005]
{0.006} {0.005} {0.005} {0.005} {0.005}

log(Production)

-0.053 -0.056

– – –(0.011) (0.011)
[0.014] [0.015]
{0.015} {0.017}

log(Production−1) – –

-0.037

– –(0.011)
[0.016]
{0.017}

log(Production)×Region X
log(Production−1)×Region X
Region×Year FE X X X X
Observations 4,572 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,483

Note: All regressions include year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {} two-way. The
panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years.

of climate, making quality assessment difficult within just a few years.45 Finally, some
eligible but perhaps high-cost producers may have chosen to delay changes in production
practices until they could better assess the extent to which the market would reward their
investments towards quality. This last point would be consistent with the AOC eligibility
and acreage trends shown in Figure 3, which clearly suggest that the compliance rate for
eligible producers (i.e., the AOC acreage relative to the AOC eligible acreage) increased
over time.

In order to test the proposition that the effect ofAOCeligibility onwineprices increased
over time, we estimate a variant of Equation (3) where we interact the AOC eligible share

45SeeMacchiavello (2010) andMacchiavello andMorjaria (2015) for empirical evidence on the progressive
nature of reputation building.
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Figure E.2 Heterogeneity of the effect across space

(a) Region groupings (b) Estimated effects

Note: These estimates are obtained using the specification with Region×Year fixed effects and demand
flexibilities with respect to contemporaneous production differentiated by region. The panel includes all
departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample years. The bounds of the
intervals are +/- Φ−1(0.975) times the chosen standard error of the estimate, with Φ being the cumulative
distribution function of the standard normal.

with a linear time trend. Results are shown in Table E.5 and suggest that the effect of AOC
recognition on thewine price started at about zero in 1937, the year immediately following
the first round of AOC decrees, and then increased at a rate of about 2.3% per year in our
preferred specification (column (4)). The slope coefficient is precisely estimated.46

E.2 Heterogeneity across space

Given the diversity of wines across France’s regions, one may expect that the effect of the
reform on the wine price could differ geographically. Indeed, reputable regions differ in
their propensity to produce red vs. white wines, still vs. sparkling wines, but also in the
way that appellations themselves are organized, with many idiosyncratic factors like the
use of châteaux to identify prestigious wines in Gironde, the widespread use of municipal
appellations in Burgundy, etc.

In order to investigate heterogeneity in the effect of AOC recognition across regions, we
estimate a variant of Equation (3) where we interact the AOC eligible share with regional
dummy variables. In order to keep the model tractable and well identified under our rich
set of geographically differentiated year effects, we choose to group regions according to
geographical proximity. This leadsus todefiningfivebroadgroupsof regions, represented
in panel (a) of Figure E.2. The spatial heterogeneity of the effect is represented in panel

46Wealso estimated amodelwith a quadratic, rather than linear, trend but the coefficient on the quadratic
interaction term was not statistically significant.
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Table E.6 Heterogeneity across eligibility layers

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

AOC share: 1 layer

0.365 0.379 0.357 0.392 0.403 0.390
(0.055) (0.055) (0.053) (0.046) (0.046) (0.045)
[0.096] [0.097] [0.098] [0.085] [0.086] [0.086]
{0.106} {0.106} {0.107} {0.093} {0.093} {0.093}

AOC share: 3 layers

0.214 0.201 0.230

– – –(0.085) (0.085) (0.084)
[0.206] [0.204] [0.209]
{0.214} {0.212} {0.216}

AOC share: 5 layers – – –

0.931 0.932 0.864
(0.313) (0.316) (0.306)
[0.760] [0.762] [0.761]
{0.785} {0.787} {0.784}

log(Production)×Region X X
log(Production−1)×Region X X
Observations 4,483 4,572 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,572

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years.

(b) of Figure E.2. Although all coefficients are positive, two out of five regions (regions
1 and 4) show small effects that are not always statistically significant, whereas the other
three regions show large and significant effects, in excess of 45%.

E.3 Heterogeneity across eligibility layers

Asmentioned in Section 1, inmanywine regions theAOCsystem is highly hierarchical and
recognizes, besides broadly defined regional or sub-regional appellations, the specificity
of communal (municipal) or even sub-communal appellations with prestigious place
names. In order to investigate whether recognition of sub-regional, communal or finer
appellations commanded an additional premium relative to recognition of broad regional
appellations like bordeaux or bourgogne, we run price regressions that include the share of
a department’s vineyard acreage eligible for at least k AOCs (k > 1), in addition to our
main regressor.

Conceptually, it is not clear whether the official recognition of geographically limited
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andprestigious sub-appellations should influence thedepartmentalwineprice to the same
extent as the recognition of broad regional appellations. On the one hand, prestigious
place names may command a sizable price premium over broad regional appellations.
On the other hand, narrowly defined vineyards may not have suffered as much from
free-riding problems as larger appellations prior to the reform, as they involved fewer
producers who may also have had more to lose from the erosion of the vineyard’s repu-
tation. In that respect, it is noteworthy that during the short period of time during which
the “double appellation” regime was in effect, many broad regional appellations—unlike
small, prestigious vineyards—did not gather enough support amongst their members to
voluntarily eliminate plain appellation designations in favor of the exclusive use of the
AOC (Humbert, 2011). This suggests significant heterogeneity in vineyard practices, and
attendant wine quality, across producers claiming a broad regional appellation prior to
the reform.

Indeed, Table E.6 shows that the estimate of the effect of multi-layer AOC recognition
on the departmental wine price, although positive and sometimes large, is not statistically
significant.

E.4 Linearity of the AOC eligibility effect

Our regression model in Equation (3) assumes a linear total effect of AOC eligibility
on the log-price of wine. To test whether this linearity assumption is justified by the
data, we estimate flexible models that nest the linear model and perform post-estimation
specification tests of the linearity assumption. Specifically, we estimate a model where
the eligible share enters quadratically on the right-hand side, and a model whereby we
discretize the AOC share using three categories: 0 < sit ≤ 0.07, 0.07 < sit ≤ 0.40, and
0.40 < sit ≤ 1. The cut-off points are chosen in order to ensure a balanced number of
observations falling in each category. The categorical model estimates coefficients on
dummy variables for each category. For the quadratic model, the linearity test is simply
the t-test on the quadratic coefficient. For the model with categorical share variables, the
linearity test is a set of linear restrictions involving the mean shares within each category.
We report tests statistics constructed using the department-clustered variance-covariance
matrix.

Table E.7 shows that the linearity assumption cannot be rejected at standard levels
of statistical significance for most specifications, the exception being the test based on
a quadratic model using the less conservative spatial-robust standard errors that ignore
serial correlation.
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Table E.7 Tests of the linearity assumption

Dep. var.: log average real price of wine
quadratic categorical

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

AOC share (β1)

0.123 0.085 0.203 0.129

– – – –(0.113) (0.113) (0.118) (0.118)
[0.295] [0.297] [0.285] [0.293]
{0.305} {0.306} {0.296} {0.303}

(AOC share)2 (β2)

0.348 0.380 0.253 0.326

– – – –(0.132) (0.133) (0.137) (0.137)
[0.335] [0.336] [0.330] [0.335]
{0.349} {0.350} {0.346} {0.350}

I0<s≤0.07 (β1) – – – –

0.025 0.028 0.040 0.038
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.022)
[0.060] [0.060] [0.059] [0.058]
{0.061} {0.060} {0.059} {0.059}

I0.07<s≤0.40 (β2) – – – –

0.147 0.140 0.168 0.152
(0.031) (0.030) (0.032) (0.032)
[0.050] [0.050] [0.049] [0.049]
{0.053} {0.053} {0.052} {0.052}

I0.40<s≤1 (β3) – – – –

0.263 0.256 0.278 0.265
(0.036) (0.036) (0.037) (0.037)
[0.083] [0.084] [0.080] [0.081]
{0.087} {0.088} {0.084} {0.086}

log(Prod) X X
log(Prod−1) X X
log(Prod)×Region X X
log(Prod−1)×Region X X
Joint significance test: 27.564 26.615 26.208 25.395 – – – –
β1 � β2 � 0
Linearity test: – – – – 2.55 2.22 4.51 3.25β1
µ1

�
β2
µ2

�
β3
µ3

Observations 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,483 4,572 4,483

Note: All regressions include region-by-year FE. Standard errors: () Conley; [] department-clustered; {}
two-way. The panel includes all departments for which price data is available for at least half of the sample
years. The Wald test of linearity in the categorical model uses the mean AOC shares across observations
within each category (µi). The two specification tests use the department-clustered covariance matrix. The
critical value for both tests is χ2

95%(2) � 5.991.
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